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Communicating pain nonverbally 2
Abstract
Recognizing non verbal messages of pain in a health care setting is essential. The
nonverbal communication of pain is a communication aspect typically overlooked in
modern health care environments. This research surveyed alternative health care
providers to determine what nonverbal behaviors they recognize as pain indicators and
how they react to those behaviors. Massage therapists and chiropractors from a Midwest
county filled out surveys and participated in a focus group. Fifty nonverbal pain
indicators, such as guarding body parts, postural inequalities, gait, and clenched fists,
among others, were charted. Several other topics such as learning how to determine
nonverbal pain indicators, determining nonverbal pain through energy, anxiety and pain,
and how alternative health care providers act toward nonverbal messages of pain, among
others, were discussed during the focus group.
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Introduction
As a massage therapist, there are many times when I am working on a client that
parts of their body clench, jerk, stretch, pull, or make sudden movements. For instance,
once while massaging a client's lower back and perhaps using too much pressure or
going over a tender area, either of which produced a painful sensation, my client
immediately lifted his lower leg and pointed his foot. Another time, I was working on the
muscles groups that make up the thigh area, and my client pulled away from my hands. A
different pain experience occurred while working on my client's neck. Facial expressions
were key to determining pain. After noticing what I thought were signs that nonverbally
indicated pain, I asked the clients, ''Did that hurt?" Their "yes" responses enabled me to
go about treating them so that it would no longer hurt, or so that I could explain why it
was hurting and work through it if they would allow me to. As sufferer of migraine
headaches, I know what pain feels like. One night a migraine started during a yoga class,
and afterward the teacher approached me to ask what was wrong. When I told him, he
responded that he saw it in my pupils. That incidence validated my theory that nonverbal
communication, whether intentional or not, is a valid means of determining pain.
Massage therapists and chiropractors are considered holistic, alternative, and/or
complementary health care practitioners. What these phrases have in common and refer
to is a whole-body approach to healing, without the use of drugs and medicine when at all
possible. I believe the whole body approach to health provides alternative health care
providers (AHCP) a solid ground for taking a whole body approach to communication.
Recognizing nonverbal messages of pain in a health care setting is essential.
Communication is a requirement for optimizing treatment, and not just for the purpose of
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dialogue. When communication with patients is not possible, treatment is far from ideal
(Caspi, Bell, Gaudet, Wei l, & Andrew, 2000). Because AHCPs treat the person and the
body as a whole, I contend that AHCPs are aware of the communicative messages the
body sends, including nonverbal messages, and that they react to them accordingly.
Literature Review
It is important to note that nonverbal communication was a popular research topic

in the 1970s, when a plethora of research was conducted. Since then it has tapered off and
has only recently begun gaining attention again. The lack of current research cited is
attributed to this explanation.
Pain and Anxiety

The word pain comes from the Latin word for punishment (Selzer, 1994). Pain is
the most common reason for seeking health care (Von Korff, Dworking, & LeResche,
1990). Pain is a subjective (Sweeney, 1980; Walkup, 1989; Abu-Saad, 2000; & King,
1991) and unique personal experience. Defining it is difficult. Selzer (1994) wrote a
descriptive explanation of it when he wrote the "language of pain has no consonants, but
consists only of vowels: ow! aiee! oy! oh! These are the sounds a suffer makes, each
punctuated by grunts, hiccoughs, sobs, moans, gasps. It is a self-absorbed language that
might have been the first ever uttered by prehistoric man ... Comprehension is
instantaneous, despite the absence of what we call words" (p. 28).
Chapman and Turner (1986) defined [acute] pain more specifically as "a complex
experience of extreme somatic discomfort associated with tissue injury, inflammation, or
a disease process" (p. 9) In addition, they wrote," ... emotional arousal associated with
pain is accompanied by sympathetic excitation and increased muscle tension; through
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these factors a vicious cycle can be established in which pain persists and grows in
response to the patient's reaction to it" (p. 9).
Pain experience has the following three parts, according to McCaffrey and Moss
(1967): The anticipation of pain, the experience of pain, and the period immediately
following pain. The time after a painful experience occurs is an important time to talk to
the patient about the pain for two reasons: First, talking allows the patient to realize the
pain has been partially or completely altered. If the patient knows there will be no more
pain, the level of anxiety decreases, whereas if the patient anticipates more pain, the level
of anxiety will increase, along with the possible misinterpretation by the patient of other
stimuli as painful. Second, talking allows the patient to understand the painful
experience. Understanding a painful experience may affect a future reaction to pain
(McCaffrey and Moss, 1967). The authors, who were nurses at the time of the writing,
concluded that how well the patient handles pain is dependent upon whether the health
care provider talks about the pain, and when the talking occurs.
Pain and anxiety appear to be directly correlated. Anxiety is seen as a significant
contributor to the perception of pain, and open communication between the health care
provider and the patient seems to be an effective strategy for intervening in the painanxiety cycle. King (1991) wrote, "although anxiety does not increase the neural
impulses from the periphery, physiological amplification of the pain signal occurring in
the brain, attributable to anxiety, results in increase perception of pain" (p. 128). What
this means, he concludes, is that anxiety can affect a patient's actual perception of pain as
well as their reaction to pain. When communication is increased and open, anxiety
decreases, and pain is reduced.
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Dangott, Thornton, and Page (1978) concur that pain experience is related to a
person's anxiety level, and in addition, to his or her anticipation, personal pain
thresholds, environmental distractions, security, trust, and social interactions, both verbal
and nonverbal. In addition, Chapman and Turner (1986) said if the health care provider
fails to take the patient's nonverbal communicative behaviors into account, the patient
may become agitated, and this psychological factor is harmful because it could make
diagnosis difficult or inaccurate or could lead to inappropriate treatment.

Nonverbal Communication of Pain as a Form of Expression
We react to what we think someone meant based on their body language more
than we react to the words a person said (Warfield, 2001). Warfield referred to Ray
Birdswhistell, author of many books on body language, as saying 65-90% of every
conversation is interpreted through body language. Ekman and Friesen (1969) wrote there
are different kinds of nonverbal behaviors, some that offer very specific information,
others offering more diffused information, some which definitely intends to transmit
messages, others with no intention of transmitting messages, some giving emotional
information, and others providing information regarding attitudes, interpersonal styles,
and traits. In addition, they differentiated observations about the body into body acts,
which includes movements of the hands, arms, shoulders, legs, feet, or posture, and body
positions. Both are a part of nonverbal communication, but body acts provide information
about the intensity and nature of the emotion being communicated, thus body acts
provide AHCPs with the nonverbal aspects and the intensity of the patient's or client's
pam.
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Forrest, Hermann, and Anderson (1989) conducted a study to compare doctors
and patients estimates of pain experienced by a patient. They found that it matters greatly
who makes the pain assessment, as significant differences were found after using a visual
analogue scale to assess the patients' pain. Prkachin and Craig (1995) proclaimed health
care providers should realize that if pain is being expressed, the sufferer is undergoing an
intense experience. However, they also indicate that the absence of display cannot be
interpreted as an absence of pain.
Nonverbal communication as a form of expression causes confusion for some
scholars when researchers move from speculation to investigation (Harrison & Knapp,
1972). This confusion exists at two levels: First, the boundary between verbal and
nonverbal communication is confusing, and second, the boundary between
communication and non-communication is confusing. Dance (1967) and Larson (1972)
(in Harrison and Knapp, 1972) argue that nonverbal behaviors bring about verbal
mediators. Harrison and Knapp also report that nonverbal behaviors are increasingly
being substituted for vocalizations. The relevance for this research is that alternative
health care providers may not receive verbal mediators with nonverbal behaviors and
nonverbal behaviors are possibly not being substituted for vocalizations.
Eckman and Friesen (1969) distinguished among nonverbal behaviors that are
communicative, informative, and interactive, with major criteria being intent, awareness,
and sharing meaning. They report that communicative behavior requires intent on the part
of the encoder but not necessarily successful decoding by the receiver. MacKay (1972)
agrees that intent is a defining characteristic of communication, but Weiner, DeVoe,
Rubinow, and Geller (1972) offered distinctions between nonverbal communication and
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nonverbal behavior via a socially shared signal system or code. The code would be made
of an encoder, who makes something public via that code, and a decoder, who responds
systematically to that code for nonverbal communication situations. All these criteria
move towards purposiveness. Other researchers argue that some nonverbal behaviors are
not purposive, but express unconscious intents (MacKay, 1972). While this research
defines communication by intent, others researchers suggest that communication happens
unintentionally, too (Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson, 1967).
Baer, Davitz, and Lieb (1970) performed a study in which a hypothetical paireditem scale was given to 74 social workers, nurses, and doctors to determine how the
health care provider reacted to verbal and nonverbal pain indicators. Results showed that
social workers, due to their close contact with patients, were most aware of pain

indicators. Similar to social workers, alternative health care providers have close contact
with their patients and clients.
Evidence suggests people who are profoundly cognitively impaired may not be
able to express their pain verbally, but may be able to express pain nonverbally,
depending on the person's functional abilities (Abu-Sadd, 2000). At the functional level,
this ability is intentional, not autonomic. Patients impaired by cardiac chest pain were
asked use verbal and nonverbal communication to show doctors where their pain is and
tell them what it feels like. Patients used their hands to illustrate the location and quality
of pain (Edmondstone, 1995).
King (1991) further supports the significance of nonverbal pain expression. He
researched communication, anxiety, and the management of postoperative pain. Sweeney
(1980, as cited in King, 1991) suggested that health care professionals may give more
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attention to expressive patients, whether they communicate verbally, in addition to
nonverbally, or not.
Facial Expression ofPain
Facial expression has often been studied in relation to pain. Craig and Patrick
(1985) conducted a study to provide a detailed description of facial expression that
occurred during pain. To do this, 72 female undergraduate students were paid to undergo
noxious pain experiments involving a cold pressor tank in which the subject's hands were
placed. In addition, the subjects were tested against social models that were tolerant or
intolerant to pain. The subjects provided self-reports of pain throughout the experiment.
Craig and Patrick found the cold pressor exposure caused facial actions such as
narrowing of the eye aperture, raising the upper lip, pulling the lip comers, parting of the
lips, dropping the jaw, and eyes closing or blinking frequently to be facial expressions of
pain. They noted, however, that there was great variation from subject to subject.
Prkachin, Currie, and Craig (1983) conducted a study to find what the impact was
of pain-relevant, biasing information on j udgments of pain shown in facial expressions.
Thirty participants were used to judge the videotaped expressions of females
experiencing low, medium, and high intensity electrical shocks. Some judges were told
that the shocked subjects had been exposed to a hypersensitive treatment or a painkiller,
while other judges were not told anything about the subjects. Results showed that judges
provided with extrinsic information before watching the videotapes altered the severity of
pain they perceived the subjects to experience. One might venture to say that health care
providers such as medical doctors, who are aware their patients have been exposed to
painkillers, may also alter the severity of pain they believe their patients experience.
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LeResche (1982) conducted a study to determine consistent facial expressions of
acute pain. Sixteen candid photographs showing faces of individuals undergoing painful
situations such as childbirth, various injuries, and surgery without anesthesia were coded
and characteristic facial pain expressions were determined.
Newborn babies also communicate nonverbally via facial expression, body
movements, and crying, as determined by their mothers, doctors, and other adults,
according to several studies (Rosmus, Johnston, Chan-Yip, & Yang, 2000; Camras &
Sullivan, 1993). In another study, most adults correctly identified the facial expression
characteristic of pain in newborns (Balda, Guinsburg, Araujo, Miyoshi, Kopelman, &
Isreal, 2000).
Verbal verses Nonverbal Pain Communication

According to Matheson (1997), nonverbal cues are not always accompanied
verbally. She cited that very young children and people with intellectual deficits, verbal
disorders, linguistic problems, and those who speak a language other than their health
care provider may not be capable of reporting pain verbally. However, she concludes that
since verbal information may be easier to control and falsify than nonverbal information,
it is just as important to learn as much as possible about nonverbal communication of
pain as it is to learn about verbal communication.
Similarly, Patrick, Craig, and Prkachin (1986) performed a study to determine
discrepancies between nonverbal cues and self-report regarding pain. Painful and
nonpainful electric shocks were given to human subjects in order to examine the impact
of their facial cues and have observers judge when they believe the subjects were
experiencing pain. Results showed that while some participants who were experiencing
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high levels of electrical shock did not verbally report experiencing pain, observer judges'
reports of subjects' pain as perceived by subjects' nonverbal expressions were more
consistent with the actual electrical current intensities.
Rosenthal and DePaulo (1979) conducted a study on self-fulfilling prophecy in
nonverbal communication. They found when a person A expects a particular type of
behavior from person B, person B tends to act the way person A expected. This
experiment demonstrated that nonverbal cues are critical when words fail to disagree with
a person's expectations.
Melbin (1974) wrote about multichannel messages. While he said that any given
channel does not have universal priority over any other given channel, any message
associated with its primary channel is understood in the context provided by a sign in
another channel. For instance, if the primary message is words, and that message is
transmitted verbally- auditory, a different channel will be used to interpret the real
message of those words. Thus, actions speak louder than words. In addition, Melbin
expressed that there are challenges in being on the receiving end of non verbal
communication.
Buck (1979) used a slide-viewing paradigm for measuring nonverbal sending
accuracy- the spontaneous tendency to display communicative nonverbal behavior- and
nonverbal receiving ability- the ability to accurately decode such behaviors when they
occur in others. He wrote that when a person is aware they are being watched, they may
intentionally perform a nonverbal behavior (Hawthorne effect). In addition, he made the
distinction between spontaneous and intentional nonverbal behavior.
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Craig and Patrick's (1985) aforementioned study also noted that the painful
reactions were most significant at the beginning of the experiment, showing startle,
adaptive reaction, emotional expression, and pain, and that these expressions declined
over time, even as the self-report of pain grew. The social models had a large impact on
the verbal report of subjects' pain tolerance, but not on facial expression. Thus, Craig and
Patrick concluded there is a comparative independence of factors within the range of
expressive reactions to painful experiences.
There are several reasons why a patient would not communicate verbally to an
alternative health care provider that he or she is experiencing pain. First, people with high
communication apprehension have been found to be a low-touch culture and more
adverse to being touched than the average person within a culture (McCroskey, 1976).
People who seek massage and/or chiropractic treatment for pain management or other
health reasons may have a high or low level of communication apprehension. Those who
suffer from high levels of communication apprehension typically do not communicate
verbally to the AHCP that they are experiencing pain. Second, patients and clients may
feel vulnerable. They have gone to a health care provider to receive treatment for an
ailment or pain. Since the AHCP they are receiving treatment from knows what they're
doing, patients and clients believe the health care provider must also know the pain they
experience. Third, clients may not verbally communicate they are in pain to their
massage therapist because the patient may be meditating and would rather endure the
pain than break the meditation. Fourth, during massage and chiropractic, it may be
difficult for patients to talk, as their body may be face down with their face in a headrest,
which tends to pull the sides of the face back. Last, the patient may not have the
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opportunity to speak they are in pain. Just as one who touches a hot stove immediately
retreats, so is the case in some instances of pain-- there is an immediate nonverbal
reaction.

Communicating About Pain
Success in a health care environment relies a great deal on whether there is
adequate communication between the health care provider and the patient (Fuller &
Quesada, 1973). Success is attributed to the goals of the patient in addition to the health
care provider. Further, they define the goal in the health care setting as the prevention or
cure of an illness, improvement in biological or psychological functioning, and/or the
relief of suffering. They contest that only by means of communicating can there be an
understanding and agreement that both parties are meeting the goal(s). Fuller and
Quesdada (1973) gave several variables that affect the outcome of the health care
provider- patient relationship:
(I) the nature and extent of the patient 's needs, (2) his willingness and ability to
convey clearly these needs, (3) his desire and capacity to hear and to perceive
accurately the doctor's needs, (4) his motivation and capacity to respond
constructively to the doctor's [health care provider's] needs, and (5) the fidelity
with which he provides feedback as to how adequately his needs have been met.
Another set of variables concerns (1) the nature and number of the doctor's
[health care provider's] needs, (2) his motivation to have them understood by the
patient and his skill in conveying them, (3) his receptivity to and perception of the
patient's needs, (4) his desire and ability to meet effectively those needs of the
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patient, and (5) his reliability in providing feedback to indicate how well his
expectations have been met (p. 362)
Prkachin and Craig (1995) illustrated what can go wrong when communication
between a health care provider and the patient is not clear:
V.M. was in a motorcycle accident which began a history of chronic pain. Several
years later she underwent a psychological examination. Wishing to create a
favorable impression on the examiner, V.M. did everything in her power to
suppress evidence of distress so as to be a 'good patient.' She was so successful
that the examiner questioned the veracity of her distress . ... T.Z. was admitted to
[a] hospital for investigation of mysterious stomach pains. Physical tests revealed
nothing to account adequately for his pain, leading to the conclusion that is was
'psychogenic.' Treatment was prescribed based on that theory. T.Z. died as a
consequence of an untreated bowel obstruction. (pp. 191-192).
The health care provider- patient relationship must be a communicative
relationship in order to prevent tragedies as illustrated above from occurring. Effective
communication in interpersonal relationships follows a pattern in which each party
alternatively takes his/her tum in clarifying what he/she has heard from the other (Fuller
& Quesada, 1973). In a doctor [health care provider] - patient relationship, oftentimes the

doctor thinks he/she has communicated adequately when he/she has told the patient what
he/she knows about the patient's condition. Fuller and Quesdada discussed a study done
at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio to determine what
patients feel they need in their relationship with their doctor. Eighteen patients were
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asked what they believe represents an ideal doctor. Two mentioned, briefly, the doctor's
medical skills. All others referred to the doctors' communicative behaviors.
Researchers studying pain management have found that many questions asked by
doctors are poorly phrased and can bias respondents' answers (Lander 1990). When the
verbalized communication is inaccurate, nonverbal communication is even more crucial.
Egbert, Battit, Welch, and Bartlett (1964) conducted a study that showed doctors who
freely communicate and maintained contact with their patients reduced perceived pain. A
lack of effective communication is problematic because uncertainty may be a significant
cause of a patient's anxiety, and thus a significant cause of a patient's pain (King 1991).
Dangott, Thornton, and Page (1978) conducted a pilot study of 30 dentists and a

control group of 10 other professionals (physicians, nurses, and lab technicians). These
professionals were interviewed for about 30 minutes by a trained interviewer and were
questioned about what they said and did to a patient when they were going to have to
inflict pain. Only three participants referred to the use of nonverbal behaviors when
communicating about pain. Eighty percent of the participants expressed an adamant
denial that their patients felt pain at all.
Research on physician-patient communication has focused on the physician's
non-response to the patient's communication, the patient's anxiety, sex, education, and
perhaps the relational history of the interpersonal relationship (Street & Buller, 1988).
There has been a steady negative feeling in the health care industry regarding physicianpatient communication. The use of nonverbal communication provides an alternative way
to communicate and understand. Previous research shows pain management is nearly
impossible without proper communication between patient and health care provider.
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Alternative/Complementary Health Care
The use of alternative and complementary medical strategies is quickly becoming
more prevalent (Eisenberg, Davis, Ettner, Appel, Wilkey, Van Rompay, & Kessler, 1998).
Many clients are choosing to stray from the Western worldview of health care practices,
which is dominated by aggressive treatment and the wide use of technology to
incorporate less hectic, more comfort-oriented healing strategies into their routines
(Ferguson, 1997). "Alternative" implies using treatment in place of Western medicine,
while "complementary'' implies treatment in addition to Western medicine (Spiegel,
Stroud, & Fryfe, 1998). Patients use both for prevention and for the treatment of illness.
The Western medical approach uses a strict and rational paradigm that often discourages
the use of nontraditional methods of treatment (Pepa & Russell, 2000).
For purposes of this research, "alternative health care provider" is used to
describe one who treats in place of or in addition to Western medicine. Chiropractors and
massage therapists were studied for their alternative health care practices and
philosophies. A web site explains chiropractic the following way: "'Chiropractic' comes
from the Greek word Chiropraktikos, meaning 'effective treatment by hand.' Doctors of
chiropractic use the same time-honored methods of consultation, case history, physical
examination, laboratory analysis and x-ray examination as any other doctor"
(http://www.chiroweb.com/find/whatischiro.html).
Chiropractic is a health discipline that focuses on the body's innate ability to heal
itself without the use of drugs or surgery. Chiropractors focus on the relationship between
structure (the spine) and function (as coordinated by the nervous system) and how that
relationship protects and restores health. Chiropractors also appreciate the value and
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responsibility of referring patients to other health care providers when in the patient's
best interest. Further, chiropractic " ... focuses particular attention on the subluxation. A
subluxation is a complex of functional and/or structural and/or pathological articular
changes that compromise neural integrity and may influence organ system function and
general health" (http://chirocolleges.org/paradigm scopet.html).
Massage therapy is acknowledged as one of the first methods of healing, with
references in medical texts nearly 4,000 years old. Hippocrates, known as the 'father of
medicine,' referenced massage when he wrote, in the 4th century B.C.: 'The physician
must be acquainted with many things, and assuredly with rubbing'
(http://www.massagetoday.com/aboutm!L).
Massage has been described as "the healing touch." The purpose for massage is to
positively affect the health and well being of the client. It refers to the use of various
techniques to the muscular structure and soft tissues of the body. Massage is often
referred to as bodywork or somatic therapy. Massage practitioners use several manual
techniques that include applying fixed or movable pressure, holding, and/or causing
movement of or to the body, using primarily the hands. Massage therapists also the
forearms, elbows or feet. Massage techniques affect the musculoskeletal, circulatorylymphatic, nervous, and other systems of the body
(http://www.massagetoday.com/aboutmt/).
Chiropractors are trained in an officially recognized chiropractic college, are
licensed in the United States, and are covered by many health insurance plans. Massage
therapists have been trained in school but are not professionally recognized by medical
establishments, and insurance coverage usually does not pay for the services.
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A study reported in the Journal ofthe American Medical Association was
conducted to document the increasing degree to which Americans used alternative
medicine in 1990 and in 1997 (Eisenberg, Davis, Ettner, Appel, Wilkey, Van Rompay, &
Kessler, 1998). There were 1,539 participants in 1991and2,055 in 1997. The data
showed that 42% of the population used at least one alternative therapy in 1997. Women
used alternative therapies more often than men (49% vs. 38%), and 36-49 year-olds used
alternative therapies the most (50%) Those with college educations (51 %) and with
incomes over $50,000 (48%) used alternative treatments more often than others. Overall,
46.3% of alternative therapies sought care from a practitioner in 1997, compared with
36.3% in 1990. Of the 16 therapies surveyed, the most commonly used in 1997 were:
Massage, used by 11.1% (compared with 6.9% in 1990) and Chiropractic, used by 11%
(10.1%in1990). In 1997, 42% of all alternative therapies used were attributed to treating
specific medical problems, whereas 58% were used, at least in part, for prevention.
Narrative Theory as a Research Method

Narrative analysis is the systematic study of stories that make meaning of events
told by the story teller (Bailey, 1996). Personal accounts in a medical environment
provide the teller a medium to contribute to empirical and theoretical knowledge by
allowing us to "enter the world of the sick person" (Tovey, 1998, p.177). Tovey argues
"the power of life stories as a research tool, as a source of insight into ethics or about the
contexts in which ethical dilemmas are played out, has been seriously overlooked and
under-valued" (p. 176).
Narrative theory as a research method has become pronounced in a variety of
disciplines (Polkinghorn, 1988, as cited in Sharf, 1990). Fisher (1987, as cited in Sharf,
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1990) declared that humans are story tellers by nature, that human discourse in any form
always tells a story, and whether or not the story prompts listeners to believe or act upon,
a rhetorical function is served by the story telling. Fisher said that stories provide a
recount (history or biography) or an account (theoretical explanation or argument) that
can be used to persuade others toward certain symbolic constructions of human
experience. Fisher offered two criteria for assessing the rhetorical effectiveness of stories,
particularly competing stories. One criteria offered is narrative coherence, which refers to
whether a story is internally free from contradictions and makes sense, and the other is
narrative fidelity, which refers to whether or not the story sounds logical when weighed
against the listeners' reasoning and values.
From a health care perspective, Donnelly (1988, as cited in Sharf, 1990)
suggested rather than having patients present an illness [or pain] chronologically, they
should have patients present it in a chronological story. His suggestion takes into account
not only the patients' stories about the occurrences, but also their thoughts and emotions
that make the story complete. Cassell (1985, as cited in Sharf, 1990 pp. 222) directed
health care practitioners to "tell me the story of this illness, please."
Ellingson (2001) wrote of the importance of researchers including their own
bodies in their research. Typically researchers ' bodies are removed from published
studies in the health communication field, resulting in the bodiless health communication
researcher. Ellingson noted that even researchers who study nonverbal communication
discuss it separate from a participator. For instance, a person who researches cancer
typically has not written, in a scholarly journal, about his/her own experience as a person
with cancer, but this paradigm is changing. After being diagnosed with bone cancer and
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living with chronic pain, Ellingson began to use her body as a tool with which to
construct narrative stories in the field of health communication.
Ellingson cited Marshall (1999) who recognizes that the Western thought clearly
distinguishes between "mind, equated with self, experienced as proactive and
unthreatening, and body, experienced as potentially troublesome" (p. 71). In addition,
Trinh (1999) is cited as saying, "We do not have bodies, we are bodies, and we are
ourselves while being in the world" (p. 258; emphasis in original). Many other
researchers are newly engaged in writing using the idea of self-embodiment as a research
mechanism (Battersby, 1999; Ellingson, 2001 ); Simmonds, 1999).
Rationale
The research reviewed attests that pain is a significant subject matter, subjective
and real to every person, and that nonverbal communication is a valid way to
communicate. It is often more believable than the spoken message. Studies have shown
that children, non-native speakers, and adults with cognitive or linguistic disorders use
nonverbal indicators to communicate pain to their health care provider, but no studies
have looked at how regularly functioning adults use it, other than through facial
expressions. It was shown that success in health care depends heavily on communication.
Nothing has shown this is not true for alternative health care. Alternative health care
providers often have cognitive adult patients in a prone position and cannot see faces.
Therefore, attention must be paid to the nonverbal communication of pain for successful
health care to be achieved.
No published research appears to have studied nonverbal pain communication
from an alternative health care perspective, nor has research specifically discussed pain
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as a nonverbal form of communication other than by looking at and analyzing facial
expressions. Doctors practicing medicine are not included in this study for a reason stated
by Jordan Cohen, MD (1998) regarding Western medical care systems: they are marketdominated. Further, Mowrey (1986) stated, "Medical science in America is a unique
combination of economic and political factors, which fuse together almost religiously to
promote synthesized, highly active chemicals." Chiropractors and massage therapists do
not prescribe pharmaceutical drugs; therefore, they do not make a profit from selling
them. This suggests a more patient-oriented approach to health care.
Hence, the following research questions were developed to address these issues:
RQI: What do alternative health care providers (AHCP) recognize as nonverbal
communication of pain?
RQ2: How do AHCPs act toward nonverbally communicated messages of pain?
Methodology
Participants
Two types of alternative health care providers, chiropractors and massage
therapists, were selected for the study because of differences in their degree of
professional recognition and their similar holistic approach to health care. Pain is a major
reason patients and clients seek care from both chiropractors and massage therapists. The
distinct characteristics of education and career of chiropractic and a massage therapy
have a lot to offer the field of nonverbal pain communication.
Sample
Twenty-five alternative health care providers from a county in the Midwest were
contacted to complete a survey. Twelve were chiropractors and 13 were massage
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therapists. Subjects contacted included every chiropractor and massage therapist in the
given area, including some who were not in the telephone book but whose names were
obtained through other means, such as by noticing their business establishment or by
referral. Effort was made to contact all alternative health care providers in the area. The
response rate was 36%, as nine AHCPs responded. Fifty percent of chiropractors, for a
total of six, and 23% of massage therapists, for a total of three, responded.
Contact Method
First, subjects were asked to complete a survey that was hand delivered or sent
through the mail. Hand delivered surveys were given to either the chiropractor, massage
therapist, or receptionist, along with a verbal explanation of the purpose of the survey.
Those alternative health care providers (AHCP) who were not as easily accessible to me
were contacted by telephone to let them know they would be receiving a survey via the
mail and they were provided with the reason for the request. All participants were given a
survey with five demographic questions and five survey questions. Surveys that were
hand delivered had a slightly better response rate. Table I shows the demographics of
survey recipients and respondents.

Insert Table l about here.

Table 2 shows the age and profession of the respondents.

Insert Table 2 about here.

Upon the completion and reception of the surveys from those who responded,
results were analyzed to prepare questions for the focus group {Appendix C). Business
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offices were contacted via telephone for each survey respondent to invite them to the
focus group. In addition, invitations were posted on the doors of all 25 chiropractors' and
massage therapists' places of business.
Two participants took part in the focus group. One was a male chiropractor who
has been in practice for two years, and the other was a female massage therapist who has
been in practice for seven years. The purpose of the focus group was to gather narratives
on the topic of nonverbal communication of pain. The focus group lasted approximately
80 minutes. It was video and audio recorded and then transcribed (Appendix E).
Results and Discussion
Survey responses resulted in 50 noted nonverbal communicative pain indicators,
combined from all participants. At least four of the nine respondents named posture,
altered or diminished range of motion, facial expression, pulling away/flinching/jumping,
flexion of a foot, holding or guarding body parts, gait, and restricted or tight muscle
groups as a nonverbal pain indicators. Out of all 50 the pain indicators, nine are related to
the upper torso specifically, and four are related to the lower torso specifically. The other
37 pain indicators can be attributed to different areas on the upper or lower torso, for
instance, postural inequalities, altered or diminished range of motion, social repression,
holding/guarding body parts, variation of body movements, antalagic postures, abnormal
movement of a joint, contortions offascial planes, rotation of body/extremities, areas of
subtle pulsation, edema, redness, reflexes, heart rate/pulse, compensatory movements,
joint swelling/tenderness, muscle spasms, to name several.
There were several indicators chiropractors mentioned which massage therapists
did not, such as social repression, variation of body movements, pupillary reactions in the
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eyes, redness, heart rate, perspiration, clenching fists, sixth sense, and unprovoked
movements, to name a few. Likewise, there were several indicators massage therapists
named which chiropractors did not, such as shoulders slumped inward (which all three
massage therapist respondents named), contortions of fascial planes, turned head, upslip
of pelvis, inability to rock with ease, and an irritable attitude. Perhaps one indicator, the
inability to rock with ease, is specific to massage. An indicator such as the upslip of the
pelvis might be attributed to postural inequalities, which was covered by chiropractors.
None in this study are specific to chiropractic.
Collectively, massage therapists and chiropractors who took part in this study
have recognized 50 pain indicators of pain. While each practitioner varied in the number
of indicators listed, no one said they do not look for any pain indicators. In addition,
given a list of nonverbal pain indicators, it seems unlikely that few would be left
unchecked. Many times respondents said it was difficult to verbalize what exactly it was
that they looked for.
Rather than answering individual questions (see Appendix B), some respondents
wrote a summary in which they discussed the topic of nonverbal pain communication in
general (see Appendix E).All but two survey respondents indicated they were taught, in
school, to look for body gestures that communicate pain nonverbally. All but one
respondent attended school in the Midwest. One attended school in the South. The two
who indicated they were not taught to look for nonverbal pain indicators in school have
been in practice at least eight years longer than the other respondents.
Pain indicators learned in school and through practice are listed in Table 3.
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Insert Table 3 about here.

Narratives
A narrative theory approach provides a rich foundation for understanding just
how the alternative health care providers in the study recognize the nonverbal
communication of pain as well as how they recognize certain body behaviors that
indicate pain. The purpose of this methodology is to employ narrative theory such that
individual stories are understood and recurring patterns between chiropractors and
massage therapists can be linked. The specific methods used to analyze the narratives are
description, interpretation, and evaluation with regard to recognizing and reacting to
nonverbal communication of pain. Questions asked of the participants were about
schooling, body gestures, talking with patients/clients about pain, the subjective nature of
pain expression, and critical incidents.
The narrative (see Appendix F for transcription) comes from an organized focus
group of one chiropractor and one massage therapist, plus some contribution from the
two interviewers, both of whom are clients of massage, and myself, who is a massage
therapist and have been a patient of chiropractic off and on for many years. As a massage
practitioner who is writing about massage therapists, in part, I am entitled through the
narrative theory approach and a self-embodied researcher to write about my own
experiences as a massage practitioner in addition to gathering information from other
alternative health care providers.
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Recognizing Nonverbally Communicated Pain
When a client comes in to see me for the first time, the process of indicating pain
is both verbal and nonverbal. They fill out a client sheet, which asks them to check off a
number of conditions I need to be aware of in case there are contraindications to massage.
This also gives me some ideas of what kind of pain they are experiencing and where it is
being experienced. In addition to the list of conditions, there is a simple picture of the
body both in the anterior and the posterior position. The clients are instructed to mark
areas of pain or concern. When they are through, I look it over and communicate to them
through talking and pointing to areas of my body what I perceive to be their areas of
concern or painful areas. It is then their tum to confirm or deny my interpretation of their
pain, and often the clients open up to me and tell me the story of how or why they are in
pam.
Each person has a different story, whether is was a car accident (when it
happened, what happened, what they have been doing for it until now), a fall (slipped
while carrying groceries, fell on ice), arthritis (I'm on medication but it still hurts),
chronic back pain (I've tried everything else; nothing works), stress (my job/kids are so
demanding), athletic injuries (dancers, weight lifters, runners), migraines (the pain is so
severe I can't see straight), emotional problems (usually disguised as stress), immobile
neck (it happened long ago when my friend playfully yanked my arm), and many others.
These clients desire not only pain relief but to be treated as a person with feelings,
emotions, experiences, and knowledge, not just a being experiencing pain. The clients
usually don't go into much detail after that, and I don ' t expect or ask them to, but my
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knowing that much information establishes a trusting, caring, pain-relieving environment
where anxiety can be put aside and healing can begin.
When I began this project, I had in mind that everybody would see what I saw:
nonverbal messages that communicated pain that occurred when a painful experience
took place (see introduction for examples). I was looking for situations that occurred
when I was actually physically working on a client, and I caused them to have a painful
experience. My thoughts were that these communicative acts were done intentionally to
show me that what I was doing hurt, regardless of ifl caused the pain or touched an
already painful area. That is what gave me the idea for this research in the first place.
Thus, as a researcher and an AHCP, the survey results surprised me and I learned more
about the very topic I am researching. The respondents all thought along the same lines as
each other, meaning they all understood the questions as asking what signs inilicate a
person is in pain-- from the moment of sight to the patients' leaving. Ingenious! I did not
even take into consideration someone's limping, uneven stance, the way they get out of a
car, or clenched fists as initial impressions they are in pain. My thoughts were as if the
client did not experience pain until he or she was ready to be relieved of it, after my client
told me why she or he came to get treated.
From that point, going along with what I thought, the description of pain had been
established, and so of course I was sensitive to that particular area(s). And then I was
thinking that, while working on the patient, often times we find painful areas that patient
"didn't know" about. They don' t always verbalize these to me, so it is then that nonverbal
behaviors caught my attention and I became consciously aware of them.
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I suppose I could have asked other health care professionals (dentists), for they
certainly deal with patients' pains as well. The alternative route was chosen because
typically those that enter into alternative medicine have the complete body, including the
body's innate ability to heal itself, in mind. I believe health care providers could prevent
or cure nearly, if not all, ailments if there was not so much money wrapped up in treating
them. Neither chiropractors nor massage therapists prescribe drugs. We want to get to the
bottom of the pain our patients and clients experience rather than cover it up with drugs;
on the same token, if we are unable to help them, in all circumstances we would not
hesitate to send them to another medical professional who can treat them. I chose to study
massage therapists and chiropractors specifically for several reasons. First, both deal with
pain in a high percentage of situations. Second, both treat and manipulate the entire body,
meaning throughout the treatment, they are not always face to face with their patient.
Third, both see a high percentage of patients repeatedly. Last, learning to receive
nonverbal messages of pain is not something they learned in school. (I also had
acupuncturists in mind, and some who practiced acupuncture along with chiropractic
responded, but not much came up on the topic of acupuncture or acupuncture and pain.)
My Chiropractic Story

The hands-on approach to health care is a major reason I chose to study
chiropractors. I have been treated by many chiropractors who came from different
schools off and on for many years, and can attest that in all cases their treatments are
conducted through a hands-on approach and each one paid attention to my nonverbal
behaviors. One chiropractor that I visited occasionally as a young teenager always
noticed me tense up before a treatment. To help ease my anxiety, which he noticed
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through my nonverbal communication, he told me to take a deep breath, and as I let out,
he made the adjustment, thus easing the pain or uncomfortableness that went along with
it. Similar situations occurred with other chiropractors. More recently I was being treated
for migraine headaches. As many people do, I put off visiting my chiropractor until the
migraine was full blown and at that point I was in extreme pain. As part of the pain
experience McCaffrey and Moss (1967) discussed, I anticipated even more pain, and that
increased my anxiety regarding the adjustment that was about to happen. My chiropractor
noticed my anxiety and related to my pain, and made comments like "This will be quick"
or "Just a minute," meaning once he adjusted me it would be over. It was worth the tiny
pain of the adj ustment, to me, to relieve the intense pain of the migraine.
Learning Nonverbal Pain Indicators

Before nonverbal pain indicators can be recognized, they must be learned. A
school history is a relative starting point for learning nonverbal pain indicators because
school provided a basis for how the AHCPs learned to recognize nonverbaJ pain
indicators. The hands-on approach was prevalent. Once the basic understandings of
certain bodily processes were recognized, pain and pain indicators could be learned.
The chiropractor who participated in the focus group completed his degree from
an accredited chiropractic school in the Midwest. He is licensed as a Doctor of
Chiropractic (DC) and as an acupuncturist, and has been in practice for two years. The
DC explained during the focus group how he learned nonverbal pain indicators in school:
" ... every single day from the time you [I] started to the time you [I] fin ished, you [I] had
my hands on people ... and I tell you what, at first I don't think you have anything but
pain indicators because you poke and prod so hard that you're just trying to feel... I think
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school was like first stepping up to bat and then from there they teach you what it takes to
allow yourself to keep growing."
The massage therapist in this study became certified in massage therapy from an
accredited massage school in the Midwest. She has furthered her schooling beyond
massage with courses that include: Myofascial Release (I, II, III, and IV), advanced
cranial, John Barnes- Paoli, Pen Transgradient Therapy, Dr. Michael Marmas, and
Upledger Cranial Sacral. She has been in practice for seven years. She said this about
learning nonverbal pain indicators in school: "First of all we need to establish that in
massage school there's been a huge evolutionary jump in the last I 0 years. Typically the
schools were focused on spa type massages, which are not painful in the least. .. In my
advanced classes we started to get into myofacial release and some of the specific
modalities that address pain syndrome ... " She learned by practice. The instructors had
the class strip down to their swimming suits in order to "get the person laying down and
get the gravity off the system; the body will start throwing up (certain) type patterns- that
type pattern can will typically give you basic pain response."
In massage school I was not taught to look specifically for nonverbal pain

indicators. I did realize in massage school, however, that a light massage performed on
me would not get rid of my pain. I needed someone who had a very deep touch and who
could make muscular changes in me to work on me, even if their work hurt. After
recognizing what worked for me, I was able to apply that knowledge to others who
became my clients. In addition, recognizing nonverbal pain behaviors in my clients
became my ability through extensive hands-on experience while working as a MT. In
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addition, I think my degrees in Speech Communication have played an important role in
initially being able to recognize my clients' nonverbal indicators of pain.
Questions About Pain
Massage therapy and chiropractic physicians treat pain on a regular basis. Both
participants of the focus group said that people in pain make up about 75% of their
practice. The other 25% is made up of people trying to prevent pain or maintain their
pain-free state, while a small number of people who go to the MT in this study for
massages are there for "la la" reasons. I asked what questions were asked to clients and
patients regarding their pain. In addition, was that information necessary? Why or why
not? How reliable is a patient's assessment?
The MT describes herself as "too far over into intuitional aspect of it even right
now" to ask her clients any questions about pain. She does ask them, "What's going on
today?" And says, "meanwhile, I've already assessed what's going on. And they get on
the table. Lots of times I don't talk. I do always go into that intuitive state." (She explains
this further on page 72, paragraph 34.) "My - our philosophy, one of them, is the body is
always changing and the body may have changed from the time they got out of the car
and walked in so it's that presenting the body right then. And it may have had pains and it
may have been in pain for a period of days but it's pretty well, when they lay down on the
table, that's what I've got right there that I'm working with, that I start loosening and
removing barriers of pulling." As a massage therapist, she is not a physician, and "every
piece of paper we have says that." While massage therapists are liable for pain and injury,
they are not legally allowed to verbalize any diagnosis, so if she thinks a certain pain
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might mean something more serious than she is able to treat, that client would be referred
to the proper health care provider.
While the DC said he would like to be able to do what the MT does as far as not
asking questions of pain, and instead, just knowing the answers, he currently takes a
different approach to his patients. "I start off very regimented ... with a subjective
questions, 'What seems to be the problem?' 'What are you suffering from?'
Hypothetically right. ' Onset?' 'Where did it start?' or 'When did it start?' And then from
there I start my differential diagnosis which is very, very, you know, that mold that she's
talking about right now I really need the information. Because ifl didn't and it turns out
to be cancer, .. .I'll lose my license." He went on to say, "If they didn't give me any of it,
I could diagnose the exact same thing without the verbal indication ... but what a history
does, is it automatically gives you a leap. It gives you a huge jump, it says 'okay, let's
look at this first and that's what it's all about' - saving time and getting to the problem as
quickly as possible for the patient's benefit as well as yours."
From my own perspective, I ask each person that comes in for a massage, "How
are you feeling today? How's your body?" I can appreciate that head start the DC talked
about. I have not gotten to the point of full intuition like the other MT. The client's
assessment is usually helpful to me because from that I can look at the body and see what
physical changes have been made because of their pain, and I can follow those changes
through the body and work them out, try to bring it back to normal. Doing that helps their
anxiety and emotional pain, too. They relax, they breathe, and they open up to letting me
heal what I can.
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Usually the clients understand that I am not a doctor-- they sign a form that says
they understand that the first time they come-- but some clients have told me, "You're the
doctor." It's sometimes difficult for them to understand, I think because I make them feel
so good by the time they leave. Their doctor doesn't do that. I have an elderly client who
comes in every week. He started coming after he slipped while reaching for groceries
from his car. The first time I was working on him, I came to the conclusion that he may
have broken or cracked some ribs during his fall. Had he not told me he fell, I would have
no idea what the problem might be. I told him he needed to get x-rayed by his doctor. It ' s
been several weeks and he still hasn' t gone to his doctor, but he keeps coming back to
me. I work on him because massage is providing so many benefits- but I still wish he'd
go to his doctor. If it was something more serious, something that could be a
contraindication, I wouldn't treat him.

Determining Nonverbal Pain through Energy
The MT said she does not talk about it much around this area, and the DC called it
"freakish energy stuff," but energy was a common theme found throughout the 80-minute
focus group conversation. The MT and DC both brought up the method of using energy
on several occasions. The type of energy they are talking about can be described as the
electrical energy of the world. This energy that is everywhere, and is energy that can be
used by people, although most people do not consciously access it, but that everyone has
the ability to tap into if they try.
The MT described it as "the vibrational electrical system. It's not - you know
when I think of a lightening bolt, and the sky blackens it shows up, that ' s it. It' s
electrical. When we're working with a system, we' re engaged into the electrical system
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in the body and we're working with the connective tissue, the fascia, and that electrical
plane. You'll be working in an area and it will send a message, a signal electrically
around that plane." The DC said, "I was never a person that would say this, but what your
body's energy relates to [is] what you can pick up"
The MT described in detail how energy uses her to determine where her client is
in pain: I get out of the way and the universe will do its work through my hands ... bring
them back into their bodies so their energy field tells me something and particularly
people in pain live outside their bodies so when they walk in their physical form's here
and their energy form's here, you ask them questions, you get answers. Then we have
something to work with .. .If you stick to a model you're going to miss the very subtle
aspects of healing energy. And healing pain- pain is just an indicator, so it's an indicator
and the person needs to address it because there are three or four different aspects of it,
either emotional, physical, or energetic, which I never talk about much. I'll say it like
that. Most of the time. Most of the clients will talk about what's going on, what hurts and
stuff, and that's just part of the evolution because I'm really working in an area of
vibrational medicine that maybe isn't as-- people would judge as freaky. And really it's
referring to common sense."
The DC describes it a little differently: "I had heard about this thing called
intention adjusting. And it means you sit and you focus. It's not like you sit there and
really concentrate, you just sit there and-- some weird ability to focus. You know you're
connecting with that person whether it's that you feel a pulse or whatever. It's not
anything really that strange where you get things flipping around the room or anything
like that but you just know and then you intentionally as you make that adjustment you
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mentally know what it is that you're wanting to correct. You physically feel exactly how
you want to connect with that person. And I think it has to do with true, honest, sincere,
passion, love, feelings for that person. And then that's why you adjust them. And then
you adjust them and it gets better ... This universal energy freakish stuff, it's real. I mean
there really is something there that connects people ... What I do is work with their bodies
and their innate energy, their innate ability to heal themselves."
Anxiety and Pain

A woman I was preparing to massage told me she was sore all over due to an
accident that occurred several years prior. She was looking forward to the pain relief the
massage would bring, however, she warned me that her lower back was sensitive even to
a light touch, so I told her I would be very careful around that particular area. I began the
massage by assessing her back, finding fascial and muscle restrictions, and used
myofascial release techniques to ease the restrictions. Myofascial release is a technique
done without the use of oil, so the friction created between the contact and pushing of
fascia through the skin can feel like a rug bum through the fascia. It's a "hurt-so-good"
feeling. I performed this technique down her back, to just before the area she had warned
was so sensitive. When I was finished with the myofascial release, I applied oil on her
back, very carefully and lightly going over her most sensitive area. The application of oil
is a very light process to begin

with~

no extra pressure is used, and the intent it to spread

the oil over all the skin so massage is done easily and without restriction. When I went
over her lower back, using even lighter pressure than to apply oil, she jumped. I replaced
my hands higher on her back. The next time I lightly went over her lower back, I made
sure to ask her how it felt. She said it hurt. I cannot say it did not hurt her, although my
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thoughts were that I was barely touching her and there is no way it could have hurt!
However, since pain is a subjective experience, I stayed away from that area while
spending about a half an hour on the rest of her back, using light to moderate pressure
where needed, through her interpretation and mine. At that point, I lightly went over her
lower back again, being sure to ask how it felt. I used no more pressure than originally,
but this time she said it felt good. Since this was her major area of concern, I spent some
time lightly massaging it, and gradually increased pressure to a light-moderate level. She
was okay with it at this time, and I have a philosophy why. I think I might have scared
her in the beginning by using such pressure with the myofascial release, and even though
I was being communicative about the process with her, she knew that if I touched her like
that on her lower back that it would hurt. I believe this anxiety caused her perception of
pain to be heightened and therefore the anticipation of pain was so great that she wanted

to avoid the experience altogether. As I worked with her, by spending time and
communicating verbally and nonverbally that I was there for her, she came to trust that I
knew her body and wasn't going to cause undue pain. In fact, the massage she allowed
me to do eased her pain by the time she left!
The Pain Experience as Seen from an AHCP 's Perspective
I disagree with McCaffrey and Moss' (1967) recommendation of discussing pain
after the painful experience. I think pain should be discussed prior to the experience if
possible, and in my situation, it is almost always possible to warn them if I think
something will hurt them. When I say hurt them, I only hurt them in a way that hurts less
than the pain they are already experiencing. Yes, it may hurt if I do this or that to you, but
afterwards it will feel better; the original pain will be relieved. I believe this must be
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communicated to them before I hurt them, or for the rest of the massage they will be
tense with the anticipation that I will keep on hurting them.
Verbal vs. Nonverbal Pain Communication
In the literature review, nonverbal communication was shown to be more accurate

than verbal communication, and it was also shown to be the case with the AHCPs who
were a part of this research. The DC who participated in the focus group described
several situations in which nonverbal communication outweighed verbal communication.
Both cases refer to age in the case of being mendacious about pain. In the first case, he is
talking about a lady in her 80s. "I know that this one gal-- this one uh older lady, she's
just a doll, she has to be in lots of pain. And she'll sit there and uh squint and clench her
fists and stuff when I'm doing some muscle release techniques and urn or some cervical
stripping or something like that. And she' ll, ya know, I'll know that she's in pain, I'll say
'how're you doing down there?' Most people would be like, 'God, that hurts, but I know
it's gonna feel better, go ahead! ' She goes 'I'm doing fine! Just fine, go ahead and do
what you need to do."'
In the second case, he talks about younger girls, in general. "As you get younger,

I think it might be just a gradual down hill slope. As you get younger, you know, people

whine and cry. I've adjusted college girls or high school girls that, I mean, I know it
doesn't hurt to have their necks manipulated, particularly easy as it is to do, and they'll
go 'oww!' you know, and cry and whine. And, uh, you just go 'Did that really hurt?' 'No,
well no."'
Another DC who completed the survey described it like this: "When examining
range of motion in a patient with neck stiffness, I will first ask them to turn their head to
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the point of pain/stiffuess. I will then conduct a portion of their exam from behind, and
continue asking them questions, and possible even drop an instrument, just to see if the
patient will run their head to look. Patients who may be magnifying their symptoms wi ll
commonly look back over the shoulder to talk, and actually tum farther than they had
previously."
How AHCPs Act Toward Non verbal Messages of Pain

Nonverbal messages of pain were met with comfort strategies across the line. The
DC said, "Whenever they verbalize their pain, or nonverbalize their pain, I feel
something tense up, I try to calm them.'It's okay, I know you're feeling I know you're--'
you just feel them tightening up. I go, ' Hey I know, I know. I'm not trying to hurt ya, but
I've got to get his done. I realize where you 're at and how painful this is; I sympathize.'
Hold on for just a minute. '"
The MT said, "I'll tell them ... that they need to use their breath, .. so many of the
people stop breathing, which first compounds all their problems and number two the
oxygen gets to the muscles to relax. So I'll tell them to take breaths during the massage.
So when we're going along and we get into some thickened areas, and I can feel them
start to tense up I'll either say, 'It's gonna be okay."
I take on a different approach in that after I see a nonverbal pain indicator, I
always ask them, "Are you okay? Do you want me to stop?" and I use their judgment as
to how I continue. If they say they're okay but I sense they're not by the strain of their
voice, I lighten up, or go back to it later. If they really can handle it, I'll tell them what I
am doing and why, and tell them that it might hurt but their original pain will go away
when I'm finished.
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Limitations
The first limitation was the survey questions. The questions on the survey
(Appendix B) were not very open-ended and thus may have produced answers that were
not completely accurate. For instance, I wonder if education played as big of a part as
everyone said it did in their survey answers in teaching nonverbal pain indicators. I think
much of this was picked up with experience, but giving them that choice was not an
option on my survey. The second limitation was gender differences. Women are known
to be more expressive and more able to decode nonverbal cues. (Rosenthal & DePaulo,
1979 and Hall, 1979, as cited in Rosenthal & DePaulo, 1979). Perhaps I should have
asked if men or women clients/patients were more nonverbally expressive, and which
pain indicators are specific to women or to men, or both. The third limitation was not
knowing which of the 50 pain indicators were spontaneous and which were intentional.
The fourth limitation was the amount of notice given for focus group. I think more
participants would have come had I given them more time to plan. Fifth, the sample size
was relatively small and the response rate was not great. This could be increased by
surveying a larger geographic area where there are more employed AHCPs or by not
limiting the study to a certain geographic area. The last limitation was lack of access to
resources. A great number of resources I would have liked to have that Booth did not
carry never came in from interlibrary loans.
Conclusion
Harrison and Knapp (1972) posed the question, "Where is the boundary between
communication and non-communication?" The question is a good one, and while they
did not elaborate, I have thought of this question often while conducting this study and
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working as a massage therapist. Using Eckman and Friesen' s (1969) claim that
communicative behavior requires intent on the part of the encoder, I wondered if perhaps
what I studied was not, after all, nonverbal communication. However, my research has
revisited the issue of intent and has provided valuable data. Buck (1979) and Watzlawick,
Beavin, & Jackson (1967) described the differences between spontaneous and intentional
behavior, and they help to clarify that what I studied was indeed communication,
regardless of whether the pain indicators were spontaneous or intentional. Sometimes the
patient's or client's behavior was described as spontaneous and sometimes it was
described as intentional by participants in the focus group, but at all times a message was
conveyed, interpreted, and used to treat the patient or client who was in pain. In addition,

each of the 50 pain indicators that were listed by AHCPs on the surveys are nonverbal
messages used to declare pain and are treated as such by, at least, the participants in this
research.
Pepa and Russell (2000) used the word "traditional" to describe modem Western
medicine. In this line of research, that word can be a hang up. Traditional medicine is
actually what was used before "modem" medicine. Traditional health care is hands-on
health care. The DC attempted to describe it this way: "I think we tend to use traditional,
like it's not traditional. But I think it is traditional. I think everything else that we think as
being traditional now is actually untraditional."
Other researchers were right on in comparison with this research. Fuller and
Quesada (1973) said that only by means of communicating can patient and health care
provider's goals be reached. Craig and Patrick (1985) noted that painful reactions were
most significant at the beginning of the pain experience. Baer, Davitz, and Lieb (1970)
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said that health care providers who maintained close contact with patients were more
aware of pain indicators. Dance (1967) and Larson (1972) said, in Harrison and Knapp
(1972), that verbal mediators accompany nonverbal behaviors. This research is all
complemented by the work I have done.
In my original letter to the AHCPs (see Appendix A), one of my intentions with

this research was to "shed light on an area that has not been covered well in any
publication I have researched." I believe I went one step further, and shed light even on
those who participated in this research by shedding light on patient's and client's
nonverbal communication of pain to the very people who treat them. One chiropractor
wrote, "I've been thinking about this a lot since we discussed it last week. Without being
aware of it, I was watching for a lot of nonverbals. Sometimes, I' 11 observe how the
patient gets out or in their car, how they get up and down out of a chair, the posture they
use as they move about i.e. limping or antalgia, the expression on their face. When you
walk in the room and the patient has turned the lights off and is laying down holding their
head, you pretty much assume they have a headache! But I never really thought about this
as nonverbal communication." Another participant wrote, "It is difficult for me to analyze
just how much I rely on nonverbal indicators." The area of communicating pain
nonverbally has got to start somewhere. I believe I have accomplished that start.
Suggestions for Future Research
The research of nonverbally communicated pain can and should be visited again.
However, several things should be done differently. First, if similar survey questions are
used, they should be open-ended. Second, pain indicators should be categorized into
whether they are used by males or females, or both. Third, pain indicators should be
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marked spontaneous or autonomic. Fourth, any possible participants for a focus group
should be invited at least a few weeks ahead of the date. Fifth, the sample size should be
increased to include a wider variety of AHCPs. This would allow more correlations to be
drawn between many areas. Perhaps using ANOV A to analyze different variables would
be helpful in determining results. In addition, this research could be used to conduct a
survey to be given to medical doctors, as much of the literature on the way they use or do
not use nonverbal communication is old, too. A more detailed approach, such as
determining what specific muscle groups are involved in painful reactions, might be
helpful to health care providers in easing their patient's and client's pain. Last, talking
with patients and clients about their pain, in addition to alternative health care providers,
could provide valuable narrative research.
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TABLE 1
Demographics

D.C. (M}
Hand
delivered
survel'.s
Surveys
delivered
via mail
Total surveys
delivered
Responded to
hand-delvd.
survel'.
Responded to
mail- delvd.
survel'.
Total # surveys
compJeted
Attended
Focus Group

6

M.T. {M}
0

D.C. {F)
1

M.T. {F)
9

5

1

1

3

11

1

1

12

4

0

0

2

1

1

1

0

5

1

1

2

1

0

0

1

D.C. = Doctor of Chiropractic, MT. = Massage Therapist, (M)= Male, (F) = Female.
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TABLE2
Age and profession of respondents

D.C. (M)

Respondent's
Age: 18-25
Respondent's
Age: 26-35
Respondent's
Age: 36-45
Respondent's
Age: 46-55

M.T. (M)

D.C. (F)

M.T. (F)

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

D. C.= Doctor of Chiropractic, MT. = Massage Therapist, (M) = Male, (F) = Fem ale.
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TABLE 3
Nonverbal pain indicators as determined by respondents
Pain indicators
Posture/eostural inegualities
Altered/diminished range of motion
Facial expression
Social reeression
Holding/guarding body earts
Variation of body movements
Eyes: eueillary reactions
Antalagic eostures
Abnormal movement of joint
Way they walk/gait: lime. stiff. slow
Shoulders slumeed inward
Shoulders uneven
Contortions of fascia! elanes
Rotation of body/extremities
Energy blockages
Restricted/tightening muscle groues
Concave/convex areas of body
Areas of subtle pulsations
Pull awa:t/flinch/jume
How eatient gets out of car/chair
Edema
Redness
Hyeertonicit}:'.
Reflexes
Heart rate/eulse
Reseirations
Cranial nerves
Perseiration
Clenching fists
Dorsi/Qlantar flexion of the foot/feet
Comeensatory movements
Sounds: grimace/wince
Rubbing/stretching
Flexing knees
Extending/curling fingers
Grieeing hand rest/hands clenched
Muscle tenderness
Joint swelling/tenderness
Muscle seasm
Structural imbalance
Swelling/redness along acueuncture
meridians
Head turned

D.C. (M)
xxxx
xxxx
xxxxx
x
xxx
x
xx
xxxx
x
xx

x
x
xx

xxx
x
xx
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
xx
x
x

M.T . (M)

M.T. (F)
xx

xx

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
xx
xx
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

D.C. (F)

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
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_ _ _ _ _ ____U~p_
s~
lip
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o_
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_l_
vi_
s _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x_
Body unable to rock with ease: leg _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _x_
Reach out/grab practitioner's hand

x

x
Body mechanics
x _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unprovoked movements _ _ _ _x_____________ _ __
Attitude/state of mind: irritability

x
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APPENDIX A
Cover Letter

October 29, 2001
Dear
Hello! I am a massage therapist at Therapeutic Massage and a graduate student at Eru in
the Speech Communication Department conducting research for my thesis on the topic of
the nonverbal communication of pain.
I am targeting alternative health care providers in [x] County to be my respondents.
Because of your position as a chiropractor, acupuncturist, or massage therapist, I feel you
are well qualified to offer your knowledge, insight, education, and comments in this area
of research.
My intentions with this topic are to shed light on an area that has not been covered well in
any publication I have researched, to give a voice to the doctors and therapists who play
such a crucial role in pain relief on a daily basis, and to fulfill my final requirement for
graduation from Eru in December. In addition, I hope to eventually have this research
published.
Would you please take a few moments of your time to fill out the attached survey? Please
be sure to sign and return the consent form attached at the end of the survey to me. Your
anonymity will be fully protected in the thesis. In addition, if you desire a summary of
the results, I will provide one for you.
In the near future (mid November) and at your convenience, I will be conducting a focus
group(s) and possible personal interviews to further elaborate and discuss the results I
will have drawn from the survey responses.
Please use the enclosed SASE to return this survey at your earliest convenience.
Thank you sincerely for your time and help,

Jodi Pope
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APPENDIXB
Thesis Survey
Demographic questions:
Sex (circle one):

Male

Female

Age (please circle):

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 65+

What kind of alternative health care provider are you? - Circle all that apply.
Chiropractor
Massage Therapist
Acupuncturist
Other (please list)-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- What license(s) and/or certification(s) do you have? From where?

How long have you been in practice?

If I may contact you further regarding this study, please attach a business card or fill out
the following information:

Survey questions:
1. What kind of nonverbal behaviors indicating pain were you taught to look for
in your schooling? Please be specific.

2. When treating patients/clients, what body gestures do you look for that
communicate pain nonverbally?
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4. When treating from the patient's/client's anterior position, what gestures
communicate pain to you? Circle the area you would be adjusting/working
and identify the pain indicators that area might exhibit.
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5. Do you have any other comments you would like to make related to nonverbal
indicators of pain?

If you need to contact me, you may do so the following ways:

Phone: [x]
Email: [x]
Mail: [x]
Thank you very much!
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APPENDIXC
Focus Group Questions
1. Schooling:
a. How were you taught to recognize NV pain indicators? (Teaching method)
b. How useful has that been?
2. Body gestures:
a. Elaborate on what you look for as pain indicators.
b. How often is the site of the pain peripheral to the source of the pain?
c. What percentage of your patients/clients see you because of pain?
3. Talk:
a. What kinds of questions do you ask patients about pain?
b. What kinds of NV indicators do you look for to determine consistency
with their verbal responses?
c. Which is more informative to you- verbal or NV responses? Why?
4. Subjective nature of pain expression:
a. What factors do you believe affect a patient's willingness to explicitly
verbalize pain?
b. What factors do you believe affect a patient's willingness to NV express
pain?
c. How reliable are patient's assessments of pain?
d. Do you notice any differences related to gender? To age? To weight? To
cultural background? To anything else?
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e. "Hurts so good" - to what extend is there an expectation from the patient
that your treatment should or will hurt?
5. Critical incidents:
a. Give a typical example of how you deal with NV expression of pain.
b. Give an example of NV pain expression that is memorable for you.
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Appendix D
Invitation to Focus Group

WAo:

YOU! lOAlropraetors g MassttfJO 1Aoraplsts>

WAat:
Wily:

Boeai.so yoi.r opl1tlo1ts g oxporlo1teos aro v"li.od g
1toodod!

WAoro:

S3U· Oolo11ttt1t H"ll R.0011t 1181 lOottoHt lloor,
soi.tAwost·Htost eeassroo11t>
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Appendix E
Survey Narratives
DCJ: "I will give you somewhat of an example when evaluating a patient with low back
and/or leg pain. I will first have the patient point to the area of pain, and attempt to
localize an area or structure that is involved. When I ask them to move into various
postures, I observe their guarded movements, to make sure that the movement is
consistent with the areas(s) of complaint, and that they reproduce those guarded
movements as I perform the exam. Patients will commonly wince and make facial
contortions with movement and with palpation over the involved areas, however that is
not an extremely reliable indicator. Deep palpation over an involved muscle group or
spinal structure in the low back will commonly cause muscle contractions (commonly in
the glutes) and tightening of the associated support structures. Moaning, groaning and
wincing are not always a reliable indicator of pain. When palpating acute injury, patients
will sometimes pull away from the doctor, or occasionally reach out and grasp at the
examiner's arm or hand, as if to pull it away. When a patient is in prone posture,
watching their hands can sometimes indicate discomfort (ie: the fingers are held tense or
a fist is made).
You may keep in mind that as a chiropractic physician, I also rely on touch and
palpation to find areas of pain in patients (ie: capsular inflammation, muscle spasm,
trigger points, separation of muscular fibers, etc.). In an anterior exam, especially in the
region of the neck and head, there are occasionally papillary responses to pain (dilation of
the pupils as a response to pain). Once again, palpation of delicate tissues helps document
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pain, as spasm, trigger points and inflammation are common findings, however these do
not rely specifically on the patient's response.
We also commonly monitor patients for non-organic signs, or signs of
malingering. A couple of examples: 1. A patient with a ruptured lumbar disc will exhibit
reproducible pain with elevation of the leg of the affected side (known as a Straight Leg
Raise Test). When performing this test, dorsi-flexion of the foot will commonly increase
discomfort, as it increases tension on the nerve, and decrease discomfort. If a patient is
magnifying their symptoms, they may repost that plantar flexion increases pain.
2. When examining range of motion in a patient with neck stiffness, I will first ask them
to turn their head to the point of pain/stiffness. I will then conduct a portion of their exam
from behind, and continue asking them questions, and possible even drop an instrument,
just to see ifthe patient will run their head to look. Patients who may be magnifying their
symptoms will commonly look back over the shoulder to talk, and actually turn farther
than they had previously.
From a less scientific standpoint, I would also tell you that after seeing
hundreds/thousand of patients yearly, a physician develops somewhat of a sixth sense. By
simply observing body mechanics, facial expressions, gait, and unprovoked movements,
in conjunction with listening toe ht patient's history and complaints, it is relatively easy
to determine if a patient is actually in pain, or if they are exaggerating their condition. In
my experience, specifically in patients with severe headaches, observation of the eyes
gives me a sense of the severity of the headache. It is difficult to specifically express
what is seen, other than calling it a dull, flat, lifeless quality to the eyes. With regard to
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severe headaches, patients almost always exhibit a severe sensitivity to light, covering the
eyes with the hands and arms."
DC2: "It is difficult for me to analyze just how much I rely on nonverbal indicators. I do

certainly rely on palpation and facet or apophypeal swelling to determine where to adjust
a patient but I don ' t feel I need input from the patient for that, either verbal or
nonverbal."
DC3: "I've been thinking about this a lot since we discussed it last week. Without being

aware of it, I was watching for a lot of nonverbals. Sometimes, I'll observe how the
patient gets out or in their car, how they get up and down out of a chair, the posture they
use as they move about ie limping or antalgia, the expression on their face. When you
walk in the treatment room and the patient has turned the lights off and is laying down
holding their head you pretty much assume they have a headache! But I really never
thought about this as nonverbal communication. As far as during exam there are 2 main
things: 1) the expression on the face, primarily wincing; 2) the other indicator is a
flinching or slight jumping when I palpate a painful area. It is real interesting and as I
have paid a little more attention this week I've noticed some people are very verbal. They
say 'ow' or 'ouch' or 'that really hurts. ' Others hardly say a word and you rely on the
nonverbal indicators and then say ' Does that hurt?' and the say 'Yes, how did you
know?' Well you about jumped off the table when I hit that spot!
DC4: "Pain is subjective. A major portion of pain evaluation is dependent upon the

patient's subjective complaints or information they provide."
MTJ: "Since the body is designed to remain in motion, muscle groups will tighten to

compensate (2°d response) for a particular muscle that has 'shut down. ' Typically, by the
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time a person comes for a massage, [they] are in the 2"d response phase, when the person
receives a pain syndrome. My focus is to go back to the original pain, release the original
distortions, so the bodies' self-correcting mechanism can kick in and reorganize the
structure. Usually the person does not notice the pain associated with the 'shutting down'
or tightening of the I 51 group, but will note the pain 'alarms' activated at the 2"d
response."
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APPENDIXF
Focus Group Transcription
(Some parts of the audiotape are impossible to decipher due to soft voices and static. If I was able to guess
what was said, I put it in parentheses; if it was just one word missing, it is marked with '_ ', and if several
words are undecipherable, the area is marked with ' ... '. The video tape shut off after two minutes of
recording, so I wasn't able to use that to decipher anything undecipherable on the audio tape.)
JJ = primary interviewer (me); 12= secondmy interviewer (my advisor~; DC= chiropractor; MT= massage
therapist.

1. 11: How were you taught to recognize nonverbal pain indicators in school? What
was the teaching method?
2. DC: Indicating nonverbal pain indicators right? Or recognizing? Okay. A specific
class comes to mind, which was Gonstead. And I think I wrote this down in my
reports, is- indications of the skin is one thing to look for. Edema. Redness.
_ _, which would basically be a form of edema. You also look for the layman's
terms 'duck and tuck' so to speak. Whenever you hit that point it seems to fire off
a spastic muscle reaction, so a little bit of a muscle twinge, and really I don't think
other than that, I don' t think we were actually taught to identify non-verbal. I
think what it was is look, touch, feel identify on your own. Because they don't
want you wrapped up in trying to look_. What they want you to do is slowly
begin to realize, slowly begin to feel your patient's (tender) points. And so it was,
whenever you ask that question it was 'Here's some identifiers' but other than
that practice, practice, practice. So that's my story.
3. 12: So in class, did they do that through reading? Would you do it with film?
What was the teaching technique?
4. DC: Technique. The classes that I went through you have a choice of programs.
You can either do a three and a half or a five-year. And they're pretty intensive
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and I would say that every single day from the time you started to the time you
finished, you had your hands on people. So from day one they threw you in a
classroom and they make you start getting used to people's bodies. And I tell you
what, at first I don't think you have anything but pain indicators because you poke
and prod so hard that you're just trying to feel. But after a while your touch
loosens up and then pretty soon you start to see people as maybe wanting a hand
tightened down or a leg start to tighten or get tense. And those are non-verbal
indicators that are really specific to some people. So I guess I'll stop there and let
you _ _ before I spill my ...
5. 11: That's fine. How were you taught to recognize NV indicators?
6. MT: First of all we need to establish that in massage school there's been a huge
evolutionary jump in the last 10 years. Typically the schools were focused on spa
type massages, which are not painful in the least. So in my actual schooling, it
was probably more relaxation-type focus. In my advanced classes we started to
get into myofacial release and some of the specific modalities that address pain
syndrome, once again they had their very specific protocol. With myofascial
release we looked at myofascial structure so if someone walks in the door you can
see where a shoulder is high so you know the shoulder is probably being pulled
together as one opposing force, um literally it was taught- literally strip down to
swimsuits and by hands on experience _ _ while class was being held and
started by doing it while you're lying down. From that, that should typically be
the underlying factor, to actually get the person laying down and get the gravity
off the system the body will start throwing up (certain) type patterns- that type
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pattern can will typically give you basic pain response. Nerve endings are so taut,
are so tight. It's like the never endings get caught in the fascia so they, none of the
lymphatic fluid- none of the fluids can move, so they can come on and push fresh
blood into that tight area and they can hang onto that blood and say 'see we got
fresh stuff, .... ' So that vasomotor response would be an indicator of pain,
frequently it will be some place the person didn't know they had pain. Probably,
usually people don't realize they have it, because that's typically two or three
steps behind the process. The shoulder may be hurting but they're going to make
a motor response some place else in their system. I start working that and it leads
to the source.
7. 11: That's the vasomotor response you were talking about?
8. MT: The referral pain, so the trigger point therapy. There's all kinds of charts and
stuff that's been developed back in the '60s and '70s by Janet Travell that was
actually developed by an anesthesiologist who would anesthetize the system. The
trigger point's supposed to refer pain, so the shoulder may be hurting so you start
poking around. Sometimes you'll see indentations in the skin indicating the
trigger points. It's a non-verbal communication pain but it's more book
knowledge, clinical knowledge versus where the person hurts because we're kind
of working outside the realm of where they think their pain really is.
9. II: Did you learn about trigger point? Was it similar to what myofacial release
does to the body?
10. MT: All of these modalities somewhat layer over, and it's kind oflike it doesn't
matter what you start with as long as you jump in the water eventually get the
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whole picture. Myofascial release didn't focus specifically on trigger point
therapy but in his approach it taught some trigger point. So then the next class I
took was a little bit more focused on trigger point and cranial sacral, and they all
just ... It's just a different facet compared to trigger point.
11. 11: And how useful has what you' ve been taught in school been? I kind of get the
picture that what you learned like you said you just keep on building on top of it,
so maybe it's a good base to start with? Do you think?
12. MT: I don't think I understand?
13. Il: Okay. How useful has what you've learned, is the method that you've learned?
14. MT: How has it evolved?
15. DC: I think it was a good place to start. It's interesting you know whenever I
started practicing on people I found that I started using techniques, different
methods than I ever thought I'd use. People that use those techniques and methods
maybe use something that they never thought that they would use and don't use
those at all. So it was a great place to start. Somewhere through there you start
developing or we'd say bastardizing the techniques- SOT, Gonstead, Diversified
Activation. There's 300 techniques that are now out there. You kind of pick and
choose what your body- and I was never a person that would say this, but what
your body's energy relates to and what you can pick up. It's absolutely
phenomenal when you find something that you know works and it's like you put
it in a little bag. And then after that you move on a little bit and you always have
that little bag and so you love that and use it a bunch, you know. But really, I
mean as you go through just start picking things up. I would say the type of
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adjusting I did in school was probably completely different from the type of
adjusting they do now. I'd probably venture to say the type of adjusting I do
primarily now is probably completely different than the type I'll do in 10 years.
It's just, it's my ability to feel and respond to people changes and matures, or
maybe I should just say changes, I think my techniques and everything else will
too. This universal energy freakish stuff, it's real, I mean there really is something
there that connects people and bonds. I'm sure this happens to you all the time.
Because you can really deal with people's feelings and just sit there and say 'Boy,
what stressed you out today?' You know and they walk in with a smile and they
look at you and they start crying because they're like 'ahh!' you know. So school
was a starting point. I think school was like first stepping up to bat and then from
there they teach you what it takes to allow yourself to keep growing. Keep getting

interested. It's just a start level and after that you start to grow and mature into
different facets of your practice.
16. 12: So do feelings have more to do with what you're doing than you thought they
would? Is that fair to say?
17. DC: 100%. Absolutely. You know I had heard about this thing called intention
adjusting. And it means you sit and you focus. It's not like you sit there and really
concentrate, you just sit there and -some weird ability to focus. You know you 're
connecting with that person whether it's that you feel a pulse or whatever. It's not
anything reaJly that strange where you get things flipping around the room or
anything like that but you just know and then you- intentionally as you make that
adjustment you mentally know what it is that you're wanting to correct. You
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physically feel exactly how you want to connect with that person. And I think it
has to do with true, honest, sincere, passion, love, feelings for that person. And
then that's why you adjust them. And then you adjust them and it gets better.
Even if it's your last straw, you know you don't know really what to do next.
Intention adjustment, it's the most phenomenal thing. As you continue to practice
or continue to move on I think that it builds up stamina and before long, you're
able to adjust 30 patients in a day completely and totally intense on its intention.
And then maybe you know 50 blows your mind and you ' re just exhausted. And
then maybe someday you get to a point where you've been practicing so long and
you know exactly what you're doing and built up so much stamina that you're
able to see 100 patients a day and completely and totally focus and dedicate
yourself so you can be to other people's benefit and well-being. Does that make
any sense?
18. 11: Mh-hmm.
19. DC: Okay!
20. 12: The reason I asked is because that is so contrary to traditional medicine,
particularly because of insurance it's hard to talk about21. MT: Contrary today. It wasn't contrary 75 years ago. You know physicians in the
1900s used intention22. 12: But see part of what changed that is the numbers.
23. DC: Exactly.
24. 12: So it's kind of funny that you would be saying that (forecast what you could
possible do)-
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25. DC: Right. Remember we're talking about intention and there's a, there's ways
like we were discussing marketing and different things you know. I really think, I
don't know if you believe in karma, personally I really don't but I believe in the
theory of it you know. Something, whether it's our God or universe or whatever, I
think that it all comes back around, you know. And if you're interested in the
bucks that come with 100 people, or if you're interested in seeing 100 people
because your practice grew that much, because people were just focusing in on
you because they loved what you did for them and they want everybody in their
family to get that. If that's why it grows, I think you could see 100 people a day.
If it grows because you're out there marketing and hustling to try to make a buck,

then I think it might grow and you might get good results for a little while, you
know. And you might come up to the top and then just to fall out of it. Because it
all comes back around. I really think that that's the way it works. So, intention
again. It all comes back to intention. And our physicians have lost a lot of their
compassion through numbers and you know really it's our pharmaceuticals and
our student loans and all of these things that force them to do that now, you know.
People aren't really getting better, they're just getting more medicine. You know
in Asia, there's a certain class of doctors- you might know. It's the Japanese or
Chinese, where they pay their physicians if they're well.
26. MT: Japanese.
27. DC: Japanese, they pay their physicians if they're well!
28. MT: Ifhe keeps them well, he gets paid.
29. 11: Even if it's just with medicine?
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30. MT: They don't use medicine, they use herbs.
31. DC: As long as they're feeling great, the doctor's doing his job. If they get sick

and they can't get better, they don't get paid. It makes a lot more sense to me.
32.MT: ...... .... .
33. 11: I have another question for both of you. What kinds of questions do you ask
patients and clients about pain?
34. MT: I am so- I don't feel like I ask them at all. I'm too far over into intuitional
aspect of it even right now. Um, let me think of an example. Um, okay, when they
come in I ask them, 'What's going on today?' That's usually my typical- 'What's
going on today?' And so that brings them into the body and they go 'Oh, this
shoulder hurts.' And meanwhile, I've already assessed what's going on. And they
get on the table. Lots of times I don't talk. I do always go into that intuitive state
that [DC] was referring to.
35. 11: You don't talk to them?
36. MT: No, I get out of the way and the universe will do its work through my hands .
. . . I think the whole idea is that you spend a lot of time in school learning
concepts and then forget all of them because concepts are only models and if you
stick to a model you're going to miss the very subtle aspects of healing energy.
And healing pain- pain is just an indicator, so it's an indicator and the person
needs to address it because there are three or four different aspects of it, either
emotional, physical, or energetic, which I never talk about much. I'll say it like
that. Most of the time. Most of the clients will talk about what's going on, what
hurts and stuff, and that's just part of the evolution because I'm really working in
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an area of vibrational medicine that maybe isn't as- people would judge as freaky.
And really it's referring to common sense. The massage practice is in an
evolutionary leap right now as far as healing practices verses lay on the table and
feel good. I think that's really what it is.
37. DC: I think we tend to use traditional, like it's not traditional. But I think it is
traditional. I think everything else that we think as being traditional now is
actually untraditional.
38. MT: Exactly.
39. DC: It was you take the last 100 years throw it to the side and I think you're
dealing with traditional stuff.
40. 11: What was the ..... .issues?
41. DC: That's where I want to get. That's where I want to get, why I'm able to you
know, ask my questions, throw it off to the side and be able to feel it. I start off
very regimented and I think part of the course for that is I want my patients to
know that most of what I do is work with their bodies and their innate energy,
their innate ability to heal themselves. At the same time I want to just let them
know that, 'Hey, I'm looking after ya totally. Okay. So just in case there's cancer,
neoplasm infection, whatever, I want you to I'm on the boat and we'll catch it.'
So I start off with a subjective questions, 'What seems to be the problem?' 'What
are you suffering from?' Hypothetically right. 'Onset?' 'Where did it start?' or
'When did it start?' 'It started 6 months ago.' 'All right, what does it feel like?'
'Sharp, stabbing, dull, aching, tender, you know, how would you define the pain?
Does it radiate? Does it go into you legs or into you arms? Is there a difference -
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is it worse in the morning or in the night? Is it better in the morning or the night?
Does it wake you up? Is there trauma involved with this?' And on and on, you
know. What I try to do is get the best feel of what could have occurred, what we
could be dealing with. And then from there I start my differential diagnosis which
is very, very, you know, that mold that she's talking about. And maybe one day
I'll be able to walk in and just ask those questions just simply because I'm able to
read them and I just want them to know the confidence that I'm dealing with. So I
ask them all that and then I start the examination. So that's what I ask, 'What's it
feel like? When's it worse? When's it better? When did it start? How long ago?
Describe the pain for me. Does it radiate?' Etcetera, etcetera.
42. 12: Do you think you do that because they expect you to or because you really
need the information?
43. DC: You know what, right now I really need the information. I really do. Let's
just say they say, 'Yeah, it wakes me up at night.' Cancer, you know, I
automatically know. Hey, that could be cancer. Let's say they say it radiates down
into my arms. Well, I'm going to automatically do reflexes to see exactly how far
their neurological damage has gone. They say, 'my hands are tingling and it only
occurs in the right arm.' Well, it might be a vascular problem. Yeah, so I think all
that information fits into a mold for me right now. And then maybe later it will
drop off but right now I definitely feel comfortable doing that.
44. 12: Now, did you do that before, when you come to a different place, or-?
45. MT: There's just a different attitude, and it's weird. We're the stepchildren.
We'll never be recognized in the medical, that has to fit into the mold that-
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models of insurance. So I don't care. I mean, I care as far as bringing them back
into their bodies so their energy field tells me something and particularly people
in pain live outside their bodies so when they walk in their physical form's here
and their energy form's here, you ask them questions, you get answers. Then we
have something to work with. I don't think we ever have to be as nitty gritty as
the medical world or the chiropractic world as just to be able to fill out the form
tot get the insurance company to pay. We haven't been burdened like that and we
hopefully never will.
46. 12: So you don' t need that information to do your job?
47. MT: No. My - our philosophy, one of them, is the body is always changing and
the body may have changed from the time they got out of the car and walked in so
it's that presenting the body right then. And it may have had pains and it may
have been in pain for a period of days but it's pretty well, when they lay down on
the table, that's what I've got right there that I'm working with, that I start
loosening and removing barriers of pulling. And frequently for the most part I
think that the presiding point isn't really pain, isn't where it's starting from, so I
kinda think it' s going back there_ _ , so it's all really well that someone says it
started here and it moved here it's been here, it's been there, it's done this and it' s
done that, and it's right here at this point in time. This is what it is so you just feel
the fascia and start in.
48. 11: Do you think that has something to do with the fact that as a massage
therapist, we aren't their physicians?
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49. MT: Exactly. And every piece of paper we have says that. We constantly have to
tell people that we can't diagnose-that's it! It's the diagnostics that we are in
such- just cannot do any diagnostics. We can't verbalize any diagnostics, so all
that [DC]' s taking in is for the purpose of diagnostics.
50. DC: Because they're liable for it.
51. MT: Exactly, exactly, and we don't.
52. 12: So you're not Jiable53. MT: Oh, yeah we are! We're liable for pain and injury but we don't have to
diagnose to fit into any insurance forms or54. 11 : ...... 55. MT: Exactly, exactly. We hurt a lot of people in a lot of places, but it's noty ou 're not allowed to say that, because it's diagnostic.
56. 12: So, you're allowed to know it but not say it? I mean, that's what you're
saying?
57. MT: Yeah.
58. 11 : [DC], how reliable are the patient's assessments of pain when you're asking
one of those questions? Does that generally lead you to a diagnosis?
59. DC: Yes and no. How reliable? Let me put it this way. I probably use most of
what they say. Maybe 25% of it- For example, let's say the person said that pain
wakes them up at night. Okay. I'll do a bone scan or a CT or MRI, okay. Because
if I didn't and it turns out to be cancer, I'm screwed, I'll lose my license. Let's say
that person comes in and they say okay, this is a sharp pain in the middle of my
back, my right leg's tingling and I do Valsalvas and Milgrams, a SLR test,
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basically. The simple fact that they told me it was on the right side and that it was
a sharp stabbing pain that increases when they cough or have bowel movements,
it's automatically going to point me to a disc. They say no, it's more whenever
they do lateral bending or they show me it's gotta- I'm going to look more for
Facet syndrome, for something to that effect. So, I definitely use that information
for sure. If they didn't give me any of it, other than the rare findings of like the
night stuff, probably I mean I could easily diagnose the exact same thing without
the verbal indication. If somebody sent me a- I mean just from them telling me,
this caused pain, this didn't and they didn't give me any of that beginning
quantitative stuff it wouldn't really effect me that much, I could definitely diagbut what a history does, is it automatically gives you a leap. It gives you a huge
jump, it says okay, let's look at this first and that's what it's all about- saving time
and getting to the problem as quickly as possible for the patient's benefit as well
as yours.
60. 11: What percentage of your patients/clients come in because of pain? And that
could be because they're in pain or because they want to prevent pain.
61. MT: Mine's almost all, but I don' t think that's normal in Charleston, and probably
not across the board. I mean they come because they either have got a grip on the
pain- they're in maintenance and they don't want it to come back, and once they
work through, and there's- that's where they've got the pain, then they can always
take the enjoyment and pleasure out of the massage. I think for the most part
people still think in terms of massage for pain.
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62. 12: Well, I'll speak as a patient. l go to- I've done it before l know I'm going to do
a big physically exerting thing like my hikes63. MT: Right.
64. 12: Um, and then I'll go again afterward.
65. MT: So it definitely is preventive.
66. 12: Yeah, but it's different, before and after. l do it before so that I'm better
prepared to- hurt my body, and then afterward67. MT: And l don't think people would ..... therapist; you might not go to every
therapist for the same68. 12: Yeah.
69. MT: Because some just only want the relaxation. Some therapists really enjoy just
getting you into that zoned out state only and don't, you know don't even work
the muscles, and -it's almost like there's two different kinds.
70. DC: l agree 100%, you know.
71. 11: What- what72. 12: Can you break it up though, how many you think are avoiding pain, and how
many of them are73. 11: For prevention74. 12: Prevention- verses75. DC: 25% were in pain, is that what you mean?
76. 12: Yeah, well you worded it so it was very inclusive but you have two different
things. You know, either to avoid pain or to deal with pain or77. DC: Maintain it? Like maintain your pain-free state?
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78. 11: Yeah, that or79. DC: It's a 25% line, at least for me it is. They're there because of (pain).
80. 11: And how would you break yours down?
81. MT: I think it's probably 75% come to me for pain, because I've been here seven
years. Maybe I should answer that by looking at the whole practice, all those that
come and go and it's probably 50/50. About half of them are dealing with
maintaining their pain free- that's a tough one.
END OF FIRST SIDE OF TAPE
82. I1: ... repeat ...
83. MT: I think so. There's probably 10-15% that are just there for la la. Maybe 10%
that are there strictly for stress reduction. 'I just owe it to myself. This is a nice
fluffy gift. I want to treat myself.'
84. 12: I think that is the first time [husband) got me one- just the expectation that it
would be like that. And then I get one every holiday now because it makes a
difference. It makes you feel good.
85. I1: What factors do you guys believe affect a patient's or client's willingness to
explicitly verbalize their pain? Tell me what, when your patients come to see you,
what factors do you think affect their willingness to verbalize their pain to you or
to keep their pain? Are they afraid or-?
86. MT: Okay, I'm going to go off on a different direction 'cause once someone
comes in and they get that sharp acute pain, probably they start working on their
emotional issues- there they really freeze up. Not too many people around here
want to go there at all.
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87. 12: So they want a physical treatment for a physical pain and they don't want to
make the connection between-88. II: Yeah. They rarely want to- I mean there's all kinds of information, classes out
there, classes on the psychosomatic side of pain. Around here they don't want to
go there. I had a practice in Indianapolis before. It's much different over there.
You can kind of piggy back that onto the whole psychological - I mean people
around here don't even go to therapists. It's like taboo to go to therapists. Trained
therapists. So if you don't go to a trained therapist for your emotional pain what
makes you think you're going to let go89. 12: That's what friends are for?
90. I1: Exactly, exactly.
91. DC: I guess I really don't recognize it if they walk up or freeze up. I don't really
work a whole lot with the emotional side of it, so people seem to verbalize their
pain very well.
92. 11: What about what factors do you believe affect their willingness to nonverbally express their pain? You're working on them and adjusting them, do you
think there's some factor that they either hold back or what factors93. 12: Do they ever lie to you?
94. DC: Do they ever lie to me?
95. 12: Cuz actuall y my father- it just kills him! To be in pain, to talk about being in
pain. He's just not (

) that much.

96. DC: I think definitely stress and anxiety today. Some people walk in your office
and they've had such a stressful day they don't want to be asked any questions.
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They don't want to answer them if they're asked. But for the majority of the time
that happens maybe once a week with one patient, you know. The majority of the
time if someone's going to lie it's the opposite way. They come in and they're
complaining of everything and they forget where they're sore at and they
complain about something else and they keep asking about workman's comp or
their car insurance or how much their settlement's going to be and you- so yeah
there's definitely something wrong and you send them to this other physician.
And really that's what you do. You pass them on to another physician because
there is something wrong. If there is something wrong and it happens later and
you don't diagnose it correctly even if they are literally making a mountain out of
a molehill and you don't refer them on then what you're going to do is you're
going to leave yourself liable so that person has to go to three physicians before
he can be considered malingering, which is basically a liar looking for some easy
cash. So you refer them to another physician and you take your losses on the case
of course because by the time they get to the second one, they know what's going
on. And so patients lying about pain- it normally goes the other way than not
being able to open up but whenever they don't open up it's probably because of
some type of emotional, mental stress, the days activities and they just don't feel
like talking, they just don't want to discuss it.
97. MT: I think in the massage industry, there's a real- unusual thing happens to
people to create that. They want to justify because massage feels good. You've
gotta justify allowing yourself to feel good so - 'oh man I really had it right here'
and that justifies in their mind that they can come spend as much money as what
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we charge to lay on that table and feel good. It's uh, we don't give ourselves
permission to feel good in this society. Especially in this area.
98. II: Do you notice any differences regarding that question in relation to sex, age,
weight, gender cultural background, anything else, as far as their ability to, or
their willingness to express, verbally or nonverbally, express pain?
99. MT: Three and a half years into my practice I did some demographics for the
bank and at that point I had 1200 clients, and out of 1200 clients, it was 40% men,
60% women. I broke it down one step further and I've got 60% of women um, I
can't remember now the breakdown for women so I'll go back to the men, but the
men, 95% of them were there because of pain. Five percent came in because of a
gift certificate, or they just wanted to treat themselves. They just didn't do that.
And I'm, I'm, it's right now it's not in my brain, what the 60% of women, what
that breakdown was, but it was totally a breakdown. More women would take a
day and say 'I just need a massage. I just want to feel good.'
100.

II: Do you think age is important?

101.

MT: The demographics of age? For what we charge, it has a tendency to

be above the baby boomer age. Below that, they typically don't have money. If
they do come in I usually give them a break. I understand this is not, they won't
do this a lot. Typically when you get past a certain point, I want to say late 60s
early 70s, then you get into that old fashioned 'You're going to put your hands
where?' They just can't get past that. But there's lots of exceptions to that.

102.

II: Do you notice any differences related to-
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103.

DC: Um, yeah. The majority of, I think, men, do that exact same thing.

They've got to be in serious pain. They go to a male chiropractor, I don't know if
that plays any role in it or not, but- [x]-she's got tons of guys. I don't have very
many guys, you know. Uh, the guys that I see are in pretty rough shape. So,
definitely, men are all, they are specifically goal oriented toward relief, pain
relief, and not goal oriented toward maintenance after it's finished. You sit there
and you talk to them about maintenance but as soon as it feels good, they're gone.
The women on the other hand, definitely uh, I've got a couple of patients now,
they're just identical and they're from the same era, they're in their eighties, K,
and uh, I mean, I know that this one gal- this one uh older lady, she's just a doll,
she has to be in lots of pain. And she'll sit there and uh squint and clench her fists
and stuff when I'm doing some muscle release techniques and um or some
cervical stripping or something like that. And she'll, ya know, I'll know that she's
in pain, I'll say 'How're you doing down there?' Most people would be like,
'God, that hurts, but I know it's gonna feel better, go ahead!' She goes 'I'm doing
fine! Just fine, go ahead and do what you need to do.' So that generation is
definitely, you know 'I can take it'. As you get younger, I think it might be just a
gradual down hill slope. As you get younger, you know. People whine and cry.
I've adjusted college girls or high school girls that I mean I know it doesn't hurt
to have their necks manipulated, particularly easy as it is to do, and they'll go
'Oww!' you know and cry and whine. And uh you just go 'Did that really hurt?'
'No, well no.' I just hate the way it sounds. They're very, very open about pain
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and whimpering and whining the younger you get. l think it might just be a direct
downclimb you know. As you hit your eighties-104.

12: Correlation-

105.

DC: They're tough. Yeah exactly and then as you get younger they get

weaker and weaker.
106.

12: So do you think the wimps that are young now, when they're eighty

will be tougher?
107.

DC: l have no idea.

108.

12: Or do you think there's a time thing, a generational time

109.

DC: Well uh they may be tough as nails but if they are it's because our

economy will hit a depression in 5 years and they'll have to go through what
those gals went through. And if that happens, then yeah, I bet they' 11 be tough as
nails. If it doesn't, if we keep skating by- Just sweet and smooth sailing like we
are right now, no, no.
110.

Il: I have um, well [MT's] often said your clients come to you because

they want that hurts so good kind of pain. Can you tell me that to what extent is
there an expectation from your client that your treatment will or should hurt?
111.

MT: Expectation. No, I, I, I'm gonna get hung up on that word,

expectation. There's not an expectation but there's an awareness that um when
something's really tight there's gonna be a lot of pain but it will loosen up .
. . . 'stay with me' ... then it loosens up and they get off the table and feel fantastic.
But I don't think there's an expectation.
112.

11: ..... cuz you have a lot of repeat customers and you go deeper.
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113.

12: Yeah I was gonna say that you do go deeper than you know some other

massage therapists I've been to and I think when I went to you there was a
recognition that you were doing something different.
114.

MT: But did you expect it to be?

115.

12: Uh, no, but I think ifI went back I might expect. I mean I think the

next time I go back and think it's going to hurt more with [MT].
116.

MT: Except there's a point, 'she goes deeper.' The first, the second, The

first time it hurt, with my own body, if I hadn't had massages for three or four
weeks, or five or six weeks, or even longer than that, say 3 months, even me, who
really needs it, go 'Oh man!' but if I tum right around and get another one the
next week, it's gone. So, expectation, expectation. That's a tough one. I did a first
timer today, and I did two people that have come for five years. Now the people
that come, that have been with me, the one gal, she spent the whole weekend, she
held off ripping up carpet in her house until this weekend because she knew she
was coming to see me tonight, so she had an expectation that what she was going
to do was going to cause her body to hurt and she'd come to me, and I would
loosen it back up. There was a lot of tenderness, but she knew there would be, so I
guess she was expecting that tenderness?
117.

12: Is anyone ever disappointed that it doesn't hurt? The way they, maybe

did the last time?
118.

MT: No, no. They're pretty happy if it doesn't hurt.
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119.

11: I would disagree with that. Some are like, some are disappointed if

they' re not causing them some sort of pain because they feel maybe they're
wasting my money.
120.

MT: Oh. Okay, so then we get into, there are 3 of us in the practice. Some

us are deep and some of us are not. And if one of my clients goes to someone who
doesn' t go as deep, are they expecting it to hurt? No. Are they expecting121.

11 : Because ... no pain no gain?

122.

MT: Not all of us! There's a way of going in that doesn't hurt and I think

that's the way where, that's the evolution process of what you're doing. The
energy123.

DC: Where you start to feel the person's-

124.

MT: The energy - you clear the energy field first as you go in. It's not that

(slap hands together) smack up against the wall, smack up into a cloud. But they
expect, their expectations, maybe this is my words but I always expected to, when
I got off the table, to stand differently, for my body to stand differently and I
didn' t expect this pain or that pain, I just knew that there might be some
uncomfortableness as it readjusts.
125.

11: What about you, [DC], do you have any patients that hold the

expectation that it will hurt?
126.

DC: You know what, I warn them. In the beginning, I tell them, I say okay

look, here' s the thing, the next week, which is probably why, if it's their first
adjustment, it's better to explain it than to not. So you know the first week, the
first two weeks, you 're gonna hate me, you 're gonna hate what I do to your body,
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because it takes some force and motion to make some change. But if I come in
here and uh pamper you which I think is the exact same thing, if you're in there
just greasing them up and moving them around, you're not doing anything.
127.

MT: Right.

128.

DC: You go deep in your line of work and you get adjusted structural

changes in my line of work you're body's gonna kinda feel like it, probably what
through it out. Like a car wreck, you know? Like a car wreck. You know since
you' re putting it back where it was. I warn them I say hey. And then In my line of
work too you usually go through two or three relapses per person in about a 90
day period. And that was something I learned. That wasn't something I was
taught. You treat a patient for maybe a week or two and then (slap hands together)
barn! They're right back to where they were before. And you go 'Oh my god!'
And then 48 hours later they're (snap fingers) straight back out of it. And it's their
body, I think, the way I describe it they guard. And as their body gets more
flexible and starts to change then it's instinctive to say wait a second it this really
what it wants to do and then it tightens back down. And so I tell them that ahead
of time, you know in a few weeks you' re gonna start feeling great! And then
you're gonna start cussing me again. And then after that you're gonna feel great.
And maybe you'll go through another relapse, and then after that, you ' re gonna be
set. And you' re done. I always say maintenance adjusting is a good idea, you're
predisposed, you've already had trouble, you might wanna consider getting on a
program, which I wanna suggest, but that's up to you. Ah, so yeah I think they
really do expect it. I tell you what, the difference between that, my first year of
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practice, leaning and identifying and vocalizing that has made all the world
difference. Before that I'd tell people look, this is what your structural change is,
you ' re gonna be on a 90 day to 120 day treatment plan because this is what I see.
This is why I'm going to try to change, or am going to change. And then I'd let it
go, you know. Without verbalizing the relapses and verbalizing what's going on
when patients hit them is like hitting a brick wall. Whenever they hit them now
they look at is as hitting a mile marker. 'Oh, there's that relapse that Dr. [DC] told
me about.' It made the world of difference in my office. And uh, so yeah I think
they expect it. But I don't think it's pleasurable like this would be, you know.
129.

11: Two more things. First, give a typical example of how you deal with

somebody's nonverbal expression of pain. Maybe a particular instance.
130.

DC: I uh, what's it called, uh, whenever they verbalize their pain, or

nonverbalize their pain, I feel something tense up, I try to calm them. 'It's okay, I
know you're feeling I know you're-' You just feel them tightening up. I go 'Hey I
know, I know. I'm not trying to hurt ya, but I've got to get his done. I realize
where you 're at and how painful this is; I sympathize. Hold on for just a minute.'
131.

12: So it's part of it, the explanation is part of it, it will pass.

132.

DC: Yeah. If you're able to read, or when you read them I think it's great

to reassure them that you're aware that you're uncomfortable and I think it's great
to reassure them that It's going to be over real soon. Cuz then they, it buys some
time, makes it more (tolerable).
133.

MT: That's actually what my thought was kind of going to be also. Um I

agree with a lot of the thought. ....so I can only say this is going to get a, just little
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hurt here and I'll tell them from the get go- people that I work with have a
common problem when they come in. I'll tell them a system helps, that they need
to use their breath, .. so many of the people stop breathing, which first compounds
all their problems and number two the oxygen gets to the muscles to relax. So I'll
tell them to take breaths during the massage. So when we're going along and we
get into some thickened areas, and I can feel them start to tense up I'll either say
it's gonna be okay, or I'll explain to them ya need to- a real good indicator is for
them to start taking breaths. That's their nonverbal way of letting me know that
you're into some tightening and so on a pain scale of one to 10, it's up to six or
seven, you should start taking some nice breaths. That would be a real good
indicator of some thick areas I might not be aware of. From my viewpoint there's
two different types of pain. There's one that verbal- that you can actually feel,
very tactile. It's a knot, a rod, you're working with something that you can feel it
melt away. And the other's more neurological and you can't always feel that. So
it's kinda like a sunburn. It might be burning the person and you cant, you don' t
know it. So you're getting into those, a pain that I can't tell and it surprises me
too. If they'll start taking these deep nice breaths and that gives me an indicator
that it's the breath. I guess the breath would probably be the indicator. And I
know [DC] given some idea that something's coming up- maybe because I'll feel
the shoulder go very creaky and I'll go 'Okay, take some deep breaths,' but I keep
going, I don't stop.
134.

11: The last question is: when you're working on somebody, let's say

they're face down, and you're doing (back -adjusting work), you probably do
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many of these face down every day and they,re hurting okay? Let's say I'm
working on somebody and I reach a spot and you know that's it. But the thing is
they don,t tense up right there on the back; they,11 lift their leg. It,s completely
unrelated. Have you experienced that at all?
135.

DC: Absolutely. I think it's individual reactions do to the reflexes. You

know how you can sit there and try to get a person to stop- get a reflex, there,re
no way it's gonna happen. You can sit there and try to get those same people,
once you identify it, to try and not lift their leg when they're making an
adjustment in a certain location and it happens anyway. The only way I can
respond to that is it has to be some type of (tendons) reflex that goes through and
responds in an autonomic reaction. It's their trigger, if you will. It's their way of
releasing energy. Whether it's in the leg or the arm or however they decide to do
it. It's their energy flow that's being - and I really think this is what it is. I think
that whenever you get that response it's a built up energy that has to go
somewhere and so there has to be a contraction in some part of the body. And
wherever you're at that causes that response, it's almost a track, it's commonly in
the same location, so ifl' m adjusting T6 and the leg goes up - ifl adjust T6 again
that same leg's gonna go up. And that energy has to release through somewhere
and it has to release through muscular contraction. That's my only explanation.
We never covered it in school. That's what I think it is.
136.

MT: I would go back to the fascial planes because fascia! is the connective

system, that system is the largest electrical conductor in the body so and literally
ifl'm working on someone,s shoulder and there's fascial restrictions and I start
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pulling it's going to get tight somewhere else in the body. There's electrical
charge, much what [DC] was saying. Um but I look at it from a fascia! standpoint
versus muscular because fascia winds around muscles and (through) muscles, soFascia doesn't have pain associated with it but it contracts nerve endings so it can
monitor that- reflect that- echo that- Echo is something that happens a lot.
13 7.

11: Would you agree that .... ?

138.

MT: Oh-

139.

11: Like people that are thinking 'It hurts but I'm okay, I just need to let

the energy out ... ?'
140.

MT: (In my words), no. Because the other aspect of massage work is I

work very diligently to get the person out of the office state. Our healing is
magnified if we can get that brain slowed down from the office state so they come
in 20 to 24 megahertz and we work to get them down to the alpha. You're not
thinking, oh see what's at the other end of my- a good example is when a certain
therapist started coming to work with me and during her technique she would ask
me to tum my head when she'd work on the neck. I couldn't even, I'd go 'neck,
what neck?' and this is what, 40 minutes into the massage. So I think when you're

in the alpha state all that leaves. I think141.

DC: So it's like where they are in the( .. )?

142.

MT: Um-

143.

DC: It's a reaction. It's just what happens.

144.

MT: It's electrical. I think it's electrical. I don't know if you say it's

autonomic, but I think it's electrical. I think it's the vibrational electrical system.
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It's not - you know when I think of a lightening bolt, and the sky blackens it
shows up, that's it. It's electrical. When we're working with a system, we're
engaged into the electrical system in the body and we're working with the
connective tissue, the fascia, and that electrical plane. You'll be working in an
area and it will send a message, a signal electrically around that plane.
145.

DC: That makes sense.

146.

MT: And it goes down to another part of the body- the tightness, the

tension, whatever's going on in that will reflect whether the leg jumps or moves
or twitches or whatever.
147.

11: ... that response, the leg twitching, do you react to it, do you ask them

'does that hurt?' or do you just go on and finish the treatment?
148.

MT: I don't want to sound like I know it all but I almost always know

what's going on with the pain. You may slow down, you may change your
rhythm, your intensity you may alter it a little but you stay right on the rhythm
because that's where the process of working through that whatever the restriction
maybe.
149.

12: Let me ask you. What Jodi's doing here is research that there isn't a

whole lot of precedence for so is there anything else that from your experience
you think she should be looking at related to her topic that she didn't address in
her questions?
150.

DC: Let me think about that a minute.
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151.

12: You're looking at health care as an embodied practice, a connecting,

kind of a reconnecting really, you know, mind, body, spirit, connections. It's
important and I see what she's doing as contributing.
152.

DC: I'd like to add a little something to what it. Nonverbal communication

is probably thismuch out of this huge scale. I think it' s probably this much of
what we physically notice. I think a lot of times I'm physically noticing stuff but
it's because of the vibe, it's because of the energy that' s transferring, it's because
of the - that ability that once you have your hands on people for so long you start
detecting. I can' t wait til I'm in practice 7 years because I think my skills will be
even more honed in. Then 12 years and then 24 you know. Keeping an open mind
to that is something that's very critical. I really feel there's a lot of people in my
profession and maybe the massage therapy profession, the medical profession,
and the physical therapy profession in all of this you hit a comfort zone where that
person says 'Eeert, that's as far as I want to take it. That's as far as I want to push
the envelope. That's as far as I feel comfortable thinking about this energy stuff.'
The people that are true healers out here take that envelope and just keep going
with it. And if you do that, being a massage therapist, if you do that you'll go
further than you ever think you could go. You'll know more about your clients
and your cases than you'd ever be able to. The only reason I came here tonight is
probably, as uncharacteristic of it is of me, I would get off work and I'm like, I
gotta go home and see the dog you know! But really I picked up a- just my
feeling, of you know what, this is a graduate student. I remember being there. I
remember what it was like getting information for my doctorate thesis. I
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remember what it was like being in your shoes. Miss your dinner with your
girlfriend and -

ENDOFTAPE2
153.

DC: ..muscle tension and all that stuff, you know what sometimes I think I

feel muscle tension and I know that that place is sensitive so I go back and test the
opposite side and it feels the same and I go how did I know that that hurt? And the
people go 'Yeah that's a spot!' Like I knew that. You feel the other side and it
feels exactly the same but you don't get the same feeling off of it. So mentally in
my mind I'm going yeah I felt muscle tension there, I felt whatever it is that you
feel. And you're like 'What' s that feel like? 'Man how do you always hit those
spots?' People will tell you, you know.
154.

12: See cuz I think a problem that I think she can start addressing in her

work with nonverbal communication is we use that occulant metaphor so much,
that you focus on what it is you see when you want to expand that into all your
senses so that all your energy is a bigger part of what you think of when you think
of nonverbal communication.
155.

DC: It's just hard in this area to talk about. Take that tape and throw it on

the news and they'll be like 'Boy, look at these quacks!' You know. It's just not
something that's really not that thought about. It's kinda like the spiritual side of
religion. I would consider myself a very spiritual person but I think God's
definitely out there and I think there are spiritual battles and warfare going on all
the time! Years and years ago there was no question about it and now as we' ve
advanced, it gets a lot more hoaxier to talk about God's power and spiritual things
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that go on. It's just not couth. It took a lot to be able to focus back in and find it
but it's there.
156.

12: I see it corning back. l have another student who is looking at prayer in

medicine, prayer as part of healing. She's finding information all over the place
that you would not find, I mean it's fairly recently dated, that you wouldn't find in
academic literature. You might find it in religious lit, you might find it in
Reader's Digest, but you're not going to find it being taken seriously
academically. And the last five to ten years that stuff157.

DC: .. -

158.

MT: ..

159.

12: So it's getting more scholarly attention.

160.

MT: See I think we're right on the cusp. My philosophy is that we're right

on the cusp of shifting into this vibrational energy field, which will not be verbal
communication. It's totally nonverbal communication. Totally. There are tons of
classes out there all over the place. Most of them have been physicists that have
been working physicists, NASA physicists, people that study Einstein's theory of
relativity and know it inside and out and all of a sudden they shift into this
nonverbal communication of stuff, whatever, energy fields is what I'm gonna say.
161.

12: Well Dr. Dey is doing that here with breast cancer research. He 's a

mathematician.
162.

MT: I think within the next 10 or 15 years it's going to shift even further

away from the allopathic and go more into the nonconventional because they're
feeling energy fields and there's classes right now where you can go and learn to
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see energy fields and feel the energy fields. You don't ask a question. The person
walks in and you see the energy field and you see where their problems are.
163.

DC: So you've learned how to see energy fields? Have you learned that?

164.

MT: I am classes right now.

165.

DC: Are you really?

166.

MT: I've been in them for 3 years in California.

167.

DC: No kidding.

168.

MT: My daughter [x], she sees energy fields.

169.

DC: Really? Wow.

170.

MT: You say really as if 'Oh my gosh!' It really isn't that big of a deal.

It's really not that big a deal, every person can do it.
171.

DC: I say really because you said three years. In California, that's a long

way away.
172.

MT: It's just a plane ride.

173.

DC: Yeah. Well lthought it was nice.

174.

MT: I guess what I was saying is when we let go of the models that have

been restricting us and really let all this information come in the nonverbal. That's
where the healing takes place. Because we're not trying to fit it into any box. Life
is just too subtle for that; it's too sublime. And I very rarely know what I'm doing.
But I think that's what I do all the time. But I think I can keep not knowing what
I'm doing I'll be fine.
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175.

12: I'll know we're there when, in my literature, I read stuff by physicians

recognizing their own bodies in the process, which you don't see very much in
traditional medicine. You will see it more in your professions, but not in mine.
176.

DC: When the pendulum swings, I don't think- you might find a few that

are saving that or the flow but the majority of the allopathic physicians I don't
think are gonna swing over. I think what you're gonna see is the people that are
experimenting and experiencing and working with it more are gonna start
producing the research that becomes more validated and as things shift over from
allopathic to holistic, what you're gonna see are little gates open which'll
probably be mine first because it's kinda like slash physicians slash holistic slash
structural, which makes sense. If it goes all the way to treating by way of energy

my field really is the next step before that whole field opens up. At least I hope it
is! Because it's halfway in between. You had me talking about differential
diagnosis and feeling energy of my patients where I don't think the allopathic
realm will ever get there. I think those physicians will slowly slough off, and then
what we'll get is a whole different medical community start to grow up.
177.

MT: They've started, and the osteopaths had it, but they let go of it. They

felt that movement in the body. They were in touch with it, and to fit into the
model, to be recognized in the allopathic world, they let go of their dream.
178.

12: There's so much politics in it.

179.

DC: Why did you say osteopaths?

180.

MT: Because of the cranial sacral. They're trained in feeling the muscle,

the energy moving toward the muscles.
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181.

DC: Osteopaths? Really. Because when chiropractors started off and then

the osteopath started off, chiropractic believed in energy and neurological flow.
And that's why we treated the spine. The osteopaths believed in clearing the
blood flow from the spine. So you had chiropractic which was neurological and
osteopathic which was blood, um pathological. I didn't know that about the
osteopaths though.
182.

MT: Oh yeah. If you went to a practicing osteopath he'd lay his hands on

you to feel where the energy caused- where the energy was stuck. And then
through that, actually it's just an exchange of energy. He's just the battery. His
electromagnetic energy field blends with the client's electromagnetic energy field
and starts that whole movement and he actually feels the movement of the
connective tissue and the soft tissue.
183.

DC: I did not know that. That's very interesting.

184.

MT: I still saying there's not a one out here that does that. But go to

Indianapolis and go to somebody that, that is their field at the Osteopathic hospital
over there.
185.

DC: No kidding. I am going to have to go visit someone there, cuz I had

no idea.
186.

MT: Oh yeah .... sold themselves out.

187.

DC: The D.O.s out here, I've had their wives in my office getting adjusted.

188.

MT: Their wives, yeah. There's a few around here, there's two that I know

of, but they only do it to other osteopaths. They don't do it, because they don' t
think they would have a practice around here.
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189.

11: Thank you so much for coming. ... .

